WELCOME
If you learned about Azores the Living Nature - Guide outside of
the Azores archipelago, we believe that all the information collected here will help you make the best decisions during your
vacation.
If you are already in the Azores and plan on using Azores the
Living Nature - Guide, we are certain that it will be your best
travel companion and will provide the necessary support when
travelling between our islands.
To ease the process of looking up information on the islands,
each one of them is identified by the color it is usually known for.

S. MARIA

S. MIGUEL TERCEIRA GRACIOSA S. JORGE

PICO

FAIAL

FLORES

CORVO

We are committed to constantly improving our guide book, so we
thank you for your collaboration in detecting any errors.
Contact us:

ANV Unipessoal, Lda.
Tel: 296 306 360
Email: geral@acoresnaturezaviva.pt
Web: www.azoresguide.net
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AZORES
THE LIVING NATURE
Entry and Formalities

For traveling to the Azores, the most common way is
by air transport. The connections are made through
the following airports: João Paulo II Airport in Ponta
Delgada (island of São Miguel), Santa Maria Aiport,
Lajes Airport (Terceira island), Ilha do Pico Airport, and
Horta Airport (island of Faial).
The link between the Azores and mainland Portugal is
guaranteed by daily flights through Lisbon and Oporto. There are regular flights that link the Azores to the
Autonomous Region of Madeira, the United States of
America, Canada, England and Germany. The regional air carrier flies daily between all the islands of the
archipelago. For their excellent geographic position,
the Azorean ports are a frequent stop for yachts and
cruise ships crossing the Atlantic Ocean. Being part of
the Portuguese territory, foreign visitors must carry a
passport, and in some cases a visa, when arriving at
the Azores. Visiting European Union citizens need only
to present national identity card.
In countries where Portugal is not officially represented, the interested parties should direct to the Portuguese authorities for requesting a visa.
The borders and customs services control the entry
and exit of people and goods.
For driving cars, motorcycles and other vehicles, except for bicycles, foreign citizens should carry international licenses or a driving license of their country of
origin. The port captaincies control the entry and exit
of ships.
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Language

The language spoken is Portuguese, although each
island has its own unique accent. Azoreans can easily
speak English and French.

Clothing

For the Summer time, we suggest light and fresh clothing. During Spring and Autumn, we advise dressing for
cooler and more humid weather. In the Winter, for the
moderate cold but frequent rain, we recommend wearing a raincoat.

Business Hours

Commerce is open from 9:30h to 12:30h and from
14:00h to 18:30h. Closes at 13:00h on Saturdays. On
the weekends, shopping centers, supermarkets and
some convenience stores are open. Restaurants are
usually open for lunch from 12h to 15h, and for dinner
from 18h to 22h. Schedules vary from island to island.
Some shops do not close for lunch.
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Transportation

The regional air carrier, Sata Air Açores, operates
flights connecting all the islands. Sea travel between
all the islands is assured, starting on May until October,
by the seafaring enterprise Atlanticoline. The islands of
Faial, Pico and São Jorge have daily links.
All the islands offer a public transport bus service, connecting most of the localities in an economic and comfortable manner. Taxis and rent-a-car services are also
valid options.

Currency

The monetary unit in use is the EURO (€). There are
coins of 1, 2, 4, 10, 20 and 50 cents, and of 1 and 2
euros, and bills of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 euros.
You may exchange money at banking institutions,
which are open from 8:30h to 15:00h, except on weekends and holidays. You may also use the EURONET
automated teller machines, or credit cards, where they
are accepted.
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Leisure

The Azores offer several ways of spending your time,
always with the most entertainment. Along the coast
there are several beaches and natural pools. You may
visit several parks and gardens, where you can find
interesting botanical species. In some places you may
try horse riding, hiking trails or biking, which are great
ways of connecting with nature.
Travel agencies organize several circuits and guided
tours, allowing the tourist to know, in general, the main
points of interest.
Various enterprises can provide unforgettable moments
in sailing yachts, boat rides, fishing, diving, canyoning,
among many other activities that you may pursue in the
Azores. The several bars, night clubs, pubs and cinemas
are a great way of occupying your evening leisure hours.
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Sports

You may practice numerous sports. São Miguel and
Terceira offer excellent golf courses. Tennis and paddle
tennis are sports that you will also want to try. The sea
provides conditions for sailing, surfing, bodyboarding,
windsurfing, whale watching and other
nautical activities that will fill your time in the best way.
The abundance of various species of fish, in the sea of
the Azores, allows you to fish at high sea or from the
rocks, species such as merlin, anchovy, parrotfish and
white seabream. In the creeks and lagoons, you may
fish trout, carp and pyke. You may also give a try to
hunting rabbit, quail, partridge and pigeon. For hunting
and fresh water fishing, the necessary permits can be
obtained from the forest services.

Entertainment and Culture

The Azorean people is festive by nature. The Festas
do Divino Espírito Santo, the municipal holidays, the
feasts honoring the patron saints of each locality, the
summer festivals and the popular gatherings happen
normally between May and October. The Festas do
Senhor Santo Cristo dos Milagres, in the island of São
Miguel, the rope bullfighting, the Carnival dances and
the Sanjoaninas, in Terceira island, the Maré de Agosto
Festival, the Maia Folk and the Santa Maria Blues, in
the island of Santa Maria, the Carnival of
Graciosa island, the Semana Cultural das Velas, in
the island of São Jorge, the Semana dos Baleeiros,
the Cais the Agosto and the Festas da Madalena, in
the island of Pico, the Semana do Mar, in the island of
Faial, the Festa do Emigrante, in the island of Flores,
and the Festival dos Moinhos, in the island of Corvo,
are some of the main festivities. In the main convents
of the Azores, there are museums that, together with
the forts and statues, mark some milestones of the
Azorean history.
The museums, cultural and ethnographic houses allow
the visitor’s identification with Azorean culture, habits
and traditions.
The churches and hermitages of several localities exhibit many items of great patrimonial value.
Due to the isolation of the islands, the Azorean people
have developed handicraft techniques in scrimshaw, fish
scales, wood, clay, basalt, corn leaf or fig pith carving.
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Lodging

The tourist will find several hotels to choose from.
When checking in, you should receive a filled card, with
the hotel’s name, your name, room number, number of
people, check-in and check-out dates, and daily price.
The check-out ends, normally, at 12:00h of the defined
day. In the hotel rooms, there is a chart where you may
check the prices, and respective taxes, of the services
(the prices in the chart may be altered for lodging of
children under 8 years old or extra beds).
The high season starts on May 1st, ending on September 30th, while the low season runs between November and March, and the mid season encompasses April
and October (not every hotel follow the same criteria).
All the lodging units should have a complaints book.
You may also file your complaints at the Direção Regional de Turismo or in the tourism services of each
island.
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Geography and Climate

In the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, 1408 km from Lisbon and 3910 km from New York, lay the nine volcanic
islands that form the archipelago of the Azores, named
after the local bird of prey, the kite that was at the time
misidentified as a goshawk. The islands are divided in
3 groups: Eastern (São Miguel and Santa Maria), Central (Terceira, Graciosa, São Jorge, Pico and Faial),
and Western (Flores and Corvo). In total, the islands
cover an area of 2325 km² and have a population of
246106 people.
São Miguel is the largest island of the archipelago,
while Corvo is the smallest.
The mountain of Pico, on the island of Pico, is the highest point of the archipelago and of Portugal.
The tempered maritime climate is smooth due to the
influence of the Golf stream, and it is due to this climate
that the Azores offer the beautiful green landscapes,
characteristic of its islands.
The air temperature does not oscillate much, maintaining
a mean value of 23 °C (73 °F) in the Summer, and of 13
°C (55 ° F) in the Winter, with one of the warmest Winters
in Europe. The water temperature varies between 24 °C
(75 °F) and 17 °C (24 °F).
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Roccela tinctoria // siaram.gov.pt

OVGA

Observatório Vulcanológico e Geotérmico dos Açores
Avenida Vulcanológica, n.º 5
9560-414 Lagoa - São Miguel
00351 296 965 376 / 00351 968 913 853
http://ovga.centrosciencia.azores.gov.pt

OMIC

Observatório Microbiano dos Açores
Antigo Chalé de Misturas, Caldeiras
9675-045 Furnas - São Miguel
00351 296 584 765 / 00351 910 544 269
http://omic.centrosciencia.azores.gov.pt

OAA

Observatório do Ambiente dos Açores
Estrada Gaspar Côrte-Real
9700-030 Angra do Heroísmo - Terceira
00351 295 217 845
http://omic.centrosciencia.azores.gov.pt

www.centrosciencia.azores.gov.pt

The Azorean Science Centres Network is a
structure created by the Azore's Government
that agregates several centres to science
dissemination/communication.

OASA

Observatório Astronómico de Santana
Pico do Bode - Santana - Rabo de Peixe
9600-166 Ribeira Grande - São Miguel
00351 296 492 764 / 00351 916 228 004
http://oasa.centrosciencia.azores.gov.pt

OMA

Observatório do Mar dos Açores
Fábrica da Baleia de Porto Pim
Monte da Guia 9900 Horta - Faial
00351 292 292 140
http://oma.centrosciencia.azores.gov.pt

EXPOLAB
Centro Ciência Viva

Avenida da Ciência-Beta, n.º 8
Rosário 9560-421 Lagoa - São Miguel
00351 296 960 520
http://expolab.centrosciencia.azores.gov.pt

Discovery and settlement

The Azores, historically, enter the map of Europe at the
time of the Portuguese discoveries, led by Infante D.
Henrique. The first discoverers of the archipelago are
thought to be Diogo de Silves, in 1427, or Gonçalo Velho Cabral, in 1431. It is certain that the settlement of
the archipelago started between 1431 and 1432, with
the first shipment of animals, followed by the first settlers in 1439.
The settlement spread across the several island groups
through the centuries: Eastern and Central groups in
the 15th century, Western group in the 16th century.
Initial settlers included people from the northern and
southern regions of Portugal, as well as Jewish, Moorish, Flemish, English and French settlers.
The Azores played a vital role in the conquest and
defense of Portuguese forts in North Africa, serving
as stopover for ships coming from India and also as
support for the expeditions that explored the Americas.
The Azores were also important for the defense of the
Kingdom during the Spanish dominion between 1580
and 1640.
During the two World Wars, the archipelago provided
essential support to its allies, through its ports and airports, and were an important support center for communications.
After the national revolution on the 25th of April, 1974,
the Azores were granted the status of Autonomous Region, with its own government and legislative assembly.
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Entertainment and Culture

The Azores have at your disposal a lot to offer. Of volcanic origin, each island presents its volcanic identity
through the fossils in Santa Maria, the lagoons in São
Miguel, the caves in Terceira, the cones in Graciosa,
the fajãs in São Jorge, the mountain of Pico, the Capelinhos volcano in Faial, the waterfalls in Flores and the
Caldeirão in Corvo. The whole archipelago presents
several sightseeing spots, from where you can observe
the coast and its bays, the dashing views of unforgettable landscapes, lagoons, volcanic calderas, fumaroles,
hot springs and great waterfalls that impress anyone.
The fertility of the soil and the humid climate allow for
an abundant flora to thrive, with a great diversity of
flowers, from which the hortensia stands out. The sea
of the Azores is rich in fish species, great for sportfishing. It is also possible to watch dolphins, spermwhales,
whales and other cetaceans that will amaze you.
The islands are home to several World Heritage Sites
by UNESCO, and Natural Reserves that have been
preserved, with its natural landscapes, flora and fauna
kept intact.
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Gastronomy

The gastronomy of the Azores is very diverse. While
the foods of the different islands have something in
common, they have unique particularities.
Regarding meat, try the delicious Regional Steak, the
Alcatra, the sausages and greaves. If you prefer fish
and seafood, enjoy our tuna, limpets with Afonso sauce
and the famous fish stews.
Those with a sweet tooth will want to try the bolos levedos, the queijada da Vila Franca do Campo, the queijada da Graciosa, the cavacas, and the Orelha biscuits
of Santa Maria.
To go with your food, we have the good wines of Pico.
We have also the several spirits of the region. Characteristic local fruits include the pineapple of São Miguel,
the cantaloupe and the passionfruit.
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S. MARIA
Placed at 28° 08’ W and 37° 43’N,
together with S. Miguel it is part of
the Eastern Group of the Azores. It
is located at 102 km (55 mi) from S.
Miguel. It is the southernmost island
of the archipelago and it is also the
closest one to continental Portugal.
It has an area of approximately 97,5
km² (37,6 mi²), with a maximum
length of 18 km (9,7 mi) and 10 km
(5,4 mi) of width.

TRANSPORTATION
For transportation in the island of
Gonçalo Velho, you may opt for
renting a vehicle from a rent-a-car
service, take a taxi, or make use
of the public transport bus, which
connects virtually every place in the
island.

CURIOSITY
Did you know that Santa Maria is the oldest island in the archipelago? It is also
the only one where ancient sedimentary
deposits can be found, home to a great
variety of fossils, from mollusks to other
larger species.
Fossils
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S. MARIA

S. MARIA

S. MARIA
GEOGRAPHY

S. MARIA

The island’s discovery is, still today,
uncertain. However, it is thought
to have been discovered by Portuguese sailors, who docked between
1427 and 1432. It was the first island
to be populated. The Portuguese
sailors, which came mostly from
Algarve, settled on the north coast
of the island (Praia de Lobos) close
to the settlement of Anjos. Later, in
1493, returning from Columbus’ first
voyage to America, the crew had
disembarked on Anjos.

S. MARIA

The most common way to get to
Santa Maria is with Sata Air Açores,
an airline company that operates
daily flights departing from São
Miguel. From May to October, it is
also possible to reach the sun island
by passenger boat from the island of
São Miguel. This trip takes approximately 3 hours.

S. MARIA

DISCOVERY AND
SETTLEMENT

S. MARIA

HOW TO GET TO
SANTA MARIA

S. MARIA

SANTA MARIA

S. MARIA
S. MARIA
S. MARIA
S. MARIA
S. MARIA
S. MARIA

MUST SEE
LOCATIONS
Gonçalo Velho Lighthouse

São Brás Fort

Also known as Ponta do Castelo
Lighthouse, this lighthouse is located in Ponta do Castelo, village of
Maia, in the parish of Santo Espírito.
The lighthouse is open for visits,
where you can learn more about its
history and operation. In addition,
from here you can enjoy a beautiful
view of the Bay of Maia and visit the
nearby old Whaling Factory.

Located in Vila do Porto, it is believed to have been built around the
17th century. Its main function was
to protect the island from attacks
and raids by French and English
corsairs, as well as Barbary pirates.

Anjos Bay Natural Reserve

Locality by the sea, with a small fishing port and natural pools. Take the
opportunity to visit the chapel where
Christopher Columbus had mass
celebrated on his return from his
voyage to America.

São Lourenço Bay Natural
Reserve

A seaside resort with a beach and
a natural pool located at the foot of
a wonderful hillside, where you can
admire the vineyards from which the
famous São Lourenço wine is produced.

Santa Maria Museum

Located in the center of Santo Espírito parish, this museum is housed
in an old rural house from the 20th
century. In this space are exhibited
pieces of furniture and utensils of a
typical house of Santa Maria.

Maloás Creek

Also known as “The Giant’s Stepping Stones”, this geological formation is the result of the rocky outcrop
of gigantic basalt columns.

Romeiro Islet

Do you follow us
on social media?

S. MARIA

S. MARIA

S. MARIA

@acoresnaturezaviva

Gonçalo Velho Lighthouse
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A place of extreme beauty, enhanced by a cave where stalagmites
and stalactites can be observed.
The natural interior harbor can be
accessed by boat.

Pico Alto

At an altitude of around 590m, it is
the island’s highest point. A magnificent panoramic view of the whole island can be admired from the sightseeing spot.

Maia Bay Natural Reserve

Small leisure area, it presents a
landscape covered by vineries. A
natural pool of clear water invites
you for a swim.

Formosa Beach

Aveiro Waterfall

Magnificent beach of light sand,
contrasting with the other beaches
of the Azores, which have dark sand
due to the basalt. Warm waters invite a relaxing swim, and also the
practice of nautical sports, like surf.

Aveiro Waterfall
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Located in Maia, on the east coast
of Santa Maria island, this imposing
waterfall drops more than 100 meters. It is formed by two basins of
water that plummet down the eroded cliff.

S. MARIA

The closest thing to a desert one
can find in the Azores, it is commonly referred to as the “Red Desert”
due to the volcanic fragments that
color the area.

S. MARIA

Barreiro da Faneca

A lake formed by rain in a quarry. A
beautiful ex-libris of the joint action
of man and nature.

S. MARIA

Pedreira Well

S. MARIA

MUST SEE
LOCATIONS

S. MARIA
S. MARIA

S. MARIA

GETTING TO KNOW
THE ISLAND

Anjos

Praia Formosa

Itinerary II

Leaving Vila do Porto, go throughValverde, Carreira, Almagreira andcross at Brejo de Baixo. Enjoy and
stop at Macela Viewpoint where you
can appreciate the beautiful landscape of Praia Formosa, a bathing
area with a long stretch of white
sand and clear waters. Back by the
same road, follow through Almagreira to Pico Alto, the highest point of
the island where you can view the
island of São Miguel, weather conditions permitting. Descend Pico Alto
and continue to Santo Espírito. Go to the centre of the village, go through
Calheta, Ponta do Castelo and down to Maia, where you will find a bathing area with a natural pool and the Aveiro waterfall. Return by the same
road until Loural, descending through Santo António until you reach São
Lourenço, where you will find another bathing area which, in addition to a
natural pool, also offers a large sandy beach. Return to Vila do Porto going
through Santo Espírito or Santa Bárbara.
Leaving Vila do Porto, go through
Pedras de São Pedro, São Pedro,
Paúl and down to Anjos. There you
will find a pleasant bathing area with
a small port and Nossa Senhora dos
Anjos Chapel, which has great historical significance. Return, in the
opposite direction, following São
Pedro, Feteiras, Lagoínhas and Santa Bárbara. Go down through Picos
to return to Vila do Porto, passing
through Almagreira.

S. MARIA

S. MARIA
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S. MARIA

S. MARIA

S. MARIA

Itinerary I

Barreiro da Faneca
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Every year, the Maia Folk Festival takes place in July. This traditional music
festival is accessible to different audiences and admission is free. Still in
July, Anjos Bay hosts the biggest blues festival in Portugal, the Santa Maria
Blues Festival, which brings together musical styles derived from jazz and
blues.
In August, the Maré de Agosto Festival brings festival-goers to Formosa
Beach. One of the oldest festivals in Portugal, it takes place about 20 meters from the sea at Formosa Beach, by many considered to be a magical
setting. The line-ups include prominent names of the national and international music scene.

S. MARIA

Several festivities and events take place in Santa Maria Island during the
Summer. Among these festivities there are essentially three summer festivals, namely the Maia Folk Festival, at Maia Bay, the Santa Maria Blues
Festival, at Anjos Bay and Maré de Agosto Festival, at Formosa Beach.

S. MARIA

ENTERTAINMENT
AND CULTURE

. BIENVENU . WELCOME . WILLKOMMEN

WWW.EXPLORESANTAMARIA.PT

/EXPLORESANTAMARIA
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@EXPLORESANTAMARIA

S. MARIA

-

BEM VINDO
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AÇORES
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The main festivity of Santa Maria
happens in Vila do Porto, on the
15th of August, in honor of its patron
saint, Nossa Senhora da Assunção.
Another strong tradition are the
Espírito Santo festivities, which alternately take place between the
several localities from May through
September. This tradition which was Império do Pilar
brought by the first settlers, has, in
addition to its religious significance with the coronation of the Imperador and
the traditional procession, a very interesting profane component. Large gatherings are had, involving traditional local foods and drinks. Large iron pots
are thrown on the fire to cook the famous Sopas do Espírito Santo (Sopas do
Império), unique in the archipelago. Taste them if you have the opportunity.
Everyone is welcome to join and socialize in this tradition. The meals are free
and the entertainment is guaranteed. If you are in Santa Maria during this
season, do not hesitate to join the festivities. You can also find the houses of
the Impérios, used in the Festas do Espírito Santo, that allude to the Santíssima Trindade, Pai, Filho e Espírito Santo (Father, Son and Holy Spirit).
Based on natural resources, namely
clay and wool, the main crafts of
Santa Maria are pottery and weaving. Items made of clay, wool shirts,
blankets and linen cloths woven on
old looms are presented as unique
pieces of rare beauty. Even though
not used nowadays, the capote e
capelo (cloak and hood) are still the
most traditional dress of the island,
and of the archipelago.

The folklore, which had its origins in
the popular music of continental
Portugal, was introduced by the first
settlers. With time, it evolved and
developed unique forms. Folklore
groups have done great research
work, managing to replicate, with
rigor and precision, the dresses,
music and dances of other times.

S. MARIA

S. MARIA

S. MARIA

TRADICIONAL FESTIVITIES
AND ETHNOGRAPHY

Folklore
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S. MARIA

São Francisco Monastery

The first chapel to be built in the
Azores dedicated to Nossa Senhora
de Fátima, and the second in Portugal. It is accessed through a staircase with about 150 steps, each one
corresponding to the beads of the
rosary. It was blessed in 1928.

Founded in 1607, this convent was
the target of pirate raids in 1616 and
1675. The church of Nossa Senhora
das Vitórias and the church dedicated to Senhor Santo Cristo dos Milagres are located here. It is also the
location of the town hall of Vila do
Porto.

Nossa Senhora dos Anjos
Hermitage

Nossa Senhora
sunção Church

It is believed to be the oldest chapel
of the Azores. It is said that, when
returning from his discovery of the
Americas, Christopher Columbus
and his crew prayed a mass in this
chapel to keep a promise made on
the high sea.

This is one of the oldest churches
in the Azores, dating back to the
beginning of the 15th century, more
precisely to the year of 1439. It was
destroyed by French and English
corsairs, and then burned down by
Barbary pirates.

São João Baptista Fort

Oleiros Street Furnace

Do you follow us
on social media?

S. MARIA
S. MARIA

Discovered in 2013 after several archaeological works. Several ceramic objects were found inside, many
of them intact. It is thought to be a
late seventeenth-century oven, and
Gaspar Frutuoso had already mentioned in his work an oven in this
street.

Santo Antão Church
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@acoresnaturezaviva

da As-

S. MARIA

Also known as Praia Castle, it is located in Praia Formosa, Almagreira.
Its function was to defend the island
from attacks by pirates and corsairs.

S. MARIA

Nossa Senhora de Fátima
Hermitage

S. MARIA

MONUMENTS
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The gastronomy of Santa Maria
Island stands out for its Holy Spirit Soups, also known as “Sopas do
Império”, turnip broth, panela cake,
caçoila, sauces, and sausages,
such as the alheira, the morcela and
the chouriço, which are traditionally
served with yams. As for seafood,
you can eat mackerel, lobster, limpets and barnacle, all fresh from the
sea.

Limpets

Orelha Biscuits

In confectionery, the “biscoitos de
orelha” (orelha biscuits) are the
traditional sweet that best defines
Santa Maria confectionery, besides
having a great historical value. Nowadays, they are still made in an artisanal way. In this branch, we can
also highlight the cinnamoncovered
biscuits, the white biscuits and the
cavacas. Besides, Santa Maria Melon is assumed as the choice product
of the locals, being a fruit rich in nutrients and with a unique flavor.

Regarding wines, the “vinho de cheiro” should be pointed out, coming
from the vines on the slopes of São
Lourenço and Maia. It is handmade
for personal consumption.
There are also the “abafado” and
“abafadinho” wines, the blackberry and milk liqueurs, and lastly, the
handmade spirits, a well-regarded
choice for a digestif.

Santa Maria Melon

S. MARIA

S. MARIA
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S. MARIA

GASTRONOMY

São Lourenço
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If you are looking for a good saltwater swim, we recommend the
sands of Formosa Beach and São
Lourenço. You may also opt for the
natural pools of Anjos or Maia.

Formosa Beach

Parrotfish

S. MARIA
S. MARIA

The whole coast of Santa Maria is
rich in fish species. A place of choice
for parrotfish fishing, where some
sport fishing competitions are held,
especially in the summer.
The line fisher may capture: white
seabream, Mediterranean parrotfish, red snapper, grouper, wrasse,
mackerel, anchovy, barracuda and
sierra. All these species may also
be caught by buoy fishing, bottom
fishing, trolling or with live bait. The
island has fishing ports along the
whole coast.

S. MARIA

Fishing

S. MARIA

Bathing Areas

S. MARIA

SPORTS
AND LEISURE

Manta Ray

S. MARIA

In Santa Maria, the spearfisher will
find an authentic paradise. All the
species are abundant in significant
numbers. From the species to fish
we point out: vadigo, anchovy, barracuda and Mediterranean parrotfish.
Please get informed with the relevant maritime authorities on current
legislation that regulates spearfishing.

S. MARIA

Spearfishing

Surf

Do you follow us
on social media?
@acoresnaturezaviva
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S. MARIA

Formosa Beach and Anjos are internationally renowned spots for having all the conditions for the practice
of surf. You can also windsurf or sail.

S. MARIA

Surf

S. MARIA
S. MARIA

Boat Trips

You may go on a boat fishing trip.
Local enterprises can be of help if
that is your wish. You will be mesmerized by the crystalline waters of
Santa Maria and the species that
you can capture, for the fish of the
Azores ocean depths has no equal.

Diving

The islets of Vila, Lagoínhas and
São Lourenço, as well as the Encharéus Cave and Tagarete Bay, are
places of unparalleled beauty. The
Formigas islets and Dollabarat Bank
are unique in their wealth of underwater fauna. At these sites, you can
dive with manta rays, blue sharks,
whale sharks and many other marine species.

Hiking

Santa Maria Island offers several
trails for those who enjoy this activity. One of the great attractions in this
branch is to hike the “Big Trail”. This
trail covers the entire island, with a
length of 78 kilometers, divided into
5 stages where there are appropriate places - local accommodations
- for overnight stays.

Bird Watching

S. MARIA
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SPORTS
AND LEISURE
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Santa Maria provides unique experiences when it comes to this activity.
The Vila do Porto Islet constitutes
one of the most important seabird
colonies of the Azores, and the area
surrounding the airport is, also, one
of the best spots for bird watching.
Anjos Bay and Foz da Ribeira de
São Francisco are other bird watching spots.
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SÃO MIGUEL
HOW TO GET TO
SÃO MIGUEL

The most common way to arrive at
São Miguel is by air. There are daily flights between Ponta Delgada
and the mainland cities of Lisbon
and Oporto, with an approximate
duration of 2 hours. There are also
daily flights to all the islands of the
archipelago, and regular internationalflights from Germany, the United
States of America, Canada, England, Spain and France.
Between May and October, you may
take the sea transport to travel between the islands.

DISCOVERY AND
SETTLEMENT

The island of São Miguel was discovered in 1427, following the discovery of Santa Maria. Its initial
settlement occurred round 1440,
under the leadership of Gonçalo
Velho Cabral, ordered by the King
of Portugal.
The first settlers came from the
northern regions of Portugal, the
Portuguese southern regions of Algarve and Alentejo, and the province of Estremadura. Later settlers
included Jewish, Moorish, French
and English people.

GEOGRAPHY
The island of São Miguel is the largest in the archipelago of the Azores,
covering an area of 744,7 km². It
is 62,1 km long and 15,8 km at its
widest.
Together with Santa Maria, it forms
the Eastern Group and has in Pico
da Vara its highest point, reaching
an altitude of 1105 m. Known as the
“green island”, it is home to over half
the population of the archipelago,
with 137 856 residents.

TRANSPORTATION
To get around in the island of São
Miguel, you may rent a car, use the
taxi service or the public transport
bus service that connects most localities of the island. Inside Ponta
Delgada, you may use the Minibus
service. It has several routes across
the city and is available on weekdays, from 7:30h to 19:30h.
THE BEST OF THE AZORES IS HERE!
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Furnas Lagoon

A beautiful view over the volcanic
caldera of Vale das Furnas, where
lies the Lagoa das Furnas that can
be seen from here.

Beautiful lagoon in the Vale das Furnas, associated to the volcanic formations of the area and surrounded
by dense Macaronesia vegetation.
On its shores you can find volcanic
water calderas and fumarole.

Pinhal da Paz

Large park with many leisure areas
and a strong environmental component. Here you can find a vast collection of camellias, ferns, pine trees
and cacti.

Ferraria Thermals

Vila Franca do Campo Islet
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Of geological origin, these natural
thermal pools offer the possibility of
a swim in hot sea water, heated by
volcanic activity.

S. MIGUEL

Pico do Ferro Viewpoint

One of the main touristic attractions of the island that one can visit by boat. Also known as “Anel da
Princesa”(ring of the princess), this
natural reserve resulted from a submerged volcano, and its interior presents crystalline waters and a small
beach, perfect for a swim.

S. MIGUEL

Vila Franca do Campo Islet

Located inside of a volcanic caldera
with a perimeter of around 12 km,
the Lagoa das Sete Cidades is the
largest freshwater reservoir of the
Azores. With its two lagoons, the
blue and the green, the Lagoa das
Sete Cidades is one of the most fascinating landscapes of the Azores.
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Sete Cidades Lagoon
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MUST SEE
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MUST SEE
LOCATIONS
Poça da Dona Beija

Pico da Vara

Located in Furnas, this is a place
of mystical relaxation in the middle
of Azorean nature. It consists of 5
bathing areas, with the water temperature reaching 39°C. The hot
water has therapeutic properties,
helping with several ailments.

The highest point in the island of São
Miguel, reaching an altitude of 1105
meters. To climb it, you must pass
through a protected area where you
can observe the priolo, an endemic
bird. A license is required, and can
be requested from the Direção Regional do Ambiente.

Terra Nostra Park

Caldeiras das Furnas

One of the largest gardens in the
Azores and also one of the oldest. Here you will find a large and
diverse botanical collection, and a
great pool of thermal water, where
you can go for a swim.

Hydrologic area rich in different
kinds volcanic activity, such as the
boiling water fumaroles, muds and
mineral waters.

Environment Center of Priolo

Area of secondary volcanic activity,
visible in its fumaroles and thermal
springs. It has an enchanting waterfall and abundant vegetation. Here
you can bathe in pools of hot water.

The priolo is an endemic bird of São
Miguel, that has been considered
extinct at times. This center organizes walks through the areas where
this bird thrives.

Chã da Macela Forest Reserve

A place with an extensive green area full of endemic species, such as heather and cedar. Additionally, you can also admire the animals that live here,
take the opportunity to rest in the leisure areas and enjoy a beautiful view
over the center of the island from the Macela viewpoint.
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Caldeira Velha

Poça Dona Beija
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Grota do Inferno presents a spectacular view of the several lagoons
in that area of Sete Cidades. Vista
do Rei, with a magnificent view of
the Lagoa das Sete Cidades, was
named after the visit by king D. Carlos and queen D. Amélia to the area.

Ribeira
Park

The only two industrial tea plantations in Europe. The Fábrica de
Chá Gorreana is the oldest in Europe, established in 1883. Visit for
a leisure stroll in the tea platantions
landscape and try the wonderful
green tea.

dos

Caldeirões

Park located in the parish of Achada, exhibiting a gigantic waterfall
that used to power the old water
mills in the park.

Fogo Lagoon

Congro Lagoon

Located in the center of the island, it
is a beautiful lagoon surrounded by
endemic vegetation where many
birds come to nest. It is possible to
hike to the lagoon shores through
the trail starting at the main sightseeing spot.
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In the center of the island, this is
a lagoon surrounded by beautiful
thriving vegetation.

S. MIGUEL

Gorreana and Porto Formoso Tea

S. MIGUEL

Two of the most emblematic sightseeing spots of São Miguel, where
you can lean over the coastline and
surround yourself with the mystique
of the silent and sprawling gardens.

S. MIGUEL

Grota do Inferno and Vista
do Rei Viewpoints

S. MIGUEL

Ponta do Sossego and Ponta
da Madrugada Viewpoints

S. MIGUEL

MUST SEE
LOCATIONS
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GETTING TO KNOW
THE ISLAND

Mosteiros Islets

Itinerary I

Leave Ponta Delgada in the direction of Covoada, which will take you to the
Empadadas Lagoon. Keep following the road to Canário Lagoon. Enjoy
these lagoons and take some pictures of the beautiful surrounding landscapes. Still on the same road, you will arrive at one ex-libris of the Azores,
the Sete Cidades Lagoon. From the sightseeing spot of Vista do Rei, you
can view the whole lagoon, and just behind you, you can see the Hotel Monte Palace, abandoned for over a decade. Before taking the road leading to
the bridge that divides the lagoon, pass by the sightseeing spots of Serrado
das Freiras and of Santiago Lagoon. Have lunch at Sete Cidades. You will
then head towards Mosteiros, passing by the sightseeing spot of Escalvado,
from where you can have a complete view of the isle of Mosteiros. Stay on
the same road leading to the locality of Mosteiros, from where you can have
a closer look at isle, countouring the West tip of the island and entering
the north coast. Take the opportunity to enjoy the coast and its landscapes,
shaped by the sea. Head to Capelas, where you can visit the Museu Oficina,
home to ethnographic depictions of ancient traditions of the Azorean people.
Return to Ponta Delgada, have dinner there and enjoy the evening walking
around the historical center of the city.
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Leaving Ponta Delgada, take the highway to the city of Lagoa, taking a turn
at the Lagoa de Fogo sign (before stop at the Cerâmica Vieira Factory). At
the end of the road you will find one of the most beautiful lagoons of the
region, and several sightseeing spots, with views over the lagoon and the
city of Ribeira Grande. After observing this wonder of the Azores, head down
to Caldeira Velha, where you can view one of the most well known thermal
water areas of São Miguel, with a magnificent waterfall. Still on the same
road, head down a bit further and turn at the Salto do Cabrito sign. There
you will have the opportunity to see an incredible 40 meters waterfall and the
water conduit that supplies the whole city of Ribeira Grande. Keep following
the road that will take you to the historical center of Ribeira Grande, where
you can have lunch. Visit several places with typical elements of the municipality, such as the liquors, the handcrafts, the churches, among others. After
lunch, take the highway from Ribeirinha, and just at your left you will have a
sightseeing spot with a surprising view over the Ponta do Cintrão. Stay on
the same road until arriving at Chá da Gorreana. At the Chá da Gorreana
factory, you will have the opportunity of tasting the tea of the Azores - the
only tea produced in Europe - and you will be able to admire the amazing
landscapes of the tea plantations. On the same road, further ahead, turn in
the direction of Vila Franca do Campo. There, you will have the chance of
admiring the famous isle of Vila Franca do Campo - also known as “Anel da
Princesa” (ring of the princess) - and also climb up to the Ermida da Nossa
Senhora da Paz, an hermitage with a beautiful stairway, overlooking Vila
Franca do Campo. After, you may visit the Fábrica das Queijadas de Vila
Franca do Campo, where an emblematic gastronomic product of the Azores
is made. It is possible to observe the production process and even taste this
typical confectionery. Closing the day, return to Ponta Delgada and relax.
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Itinerary II
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Tea Plantation
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Farol do Arnel
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Itinerary III

Leave Ponta Delgada towards Ribeira dos Caldeirões. Arriving there, you
will be able to see magnificent waterfalls and old water mill facilities. Head
to Nordeste and visit the Farol do Arnel, a lighthouse with an incredible view
over the Eastern part of the island. After, stop at the sightseeing spot of Ponta do Sossego, a place for relaxing and observing the nature of the island
in a peaceful environment. Follow the road to Furnas, where you will be
amazed by its lagoon of singular beauty. Close to the lagoon, pass by the
Ermida da Nossa Senhora das Vitórias, an hermitage of neogothic style built
by José do Canto. On the other end of the lagoon, you can see where the famous Cozidos das Furnas are cooked, a dish that you can try in a restaurant
in the town center. Still inside Furnas, head to the boiling water fumaroles,
the volcanic activity will surprise you. You may also try another very typical
food product of the Azores, the bolo lêvedo. It is easy to find in Furnas, the
main place of its production. End the visit to Furnas with a hot water bath at
Poça da Dona Beija. Here you can bathe in relaxing waters of temperatures
over 30°C, with many benefits for your skin and for your health.
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renowned electronic music names,
attracting mostly young people.
The month of August starts with
PDL White Ocean, the largest white
party in the Azores. The city center
of Ponta Delgada is decorated in
white, with close to 20 stages where
over 150 performances are given by
artists. Right after, and returning to
the city of Ribeira Grande, the Monte Verde beach hosts the MEO Monte Verde Festival, where renowned
international, national and regional
artists give 35 performances on 2
different stages, over 3 days. At the
end of August, and still in Ribeira
Grande, the Azores Burning Summer Festival brings cheer to the
parish of Porto Formoso with music
concerts and lectures on environmental awareness. The Festival das
Marés, in Mosteiros, brings several
artists to the area, and the Festival
da Povoação attracts thousands to
the municipality of Povoação.

MEO Monte Verde Festival
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The island of São Miguel has a calendar filled with events offering maximum entertainment. In March, the
Tremor festival, turning São Miguel
into a concert stage, with a diverse
program mixing music, art and intellectual interaction. In the beginning of July, the Festa do Chicharro
hosts several concerts by regional,
national and international artists,
while reminding us of the traditions
and local gastronomy through the
blue jack mackerel. A few days after,
Nordeste hosts the Festas do Nordeste, attracting many people to its
music concerts. In Rabo de Peixe,
there is the Festival Caldo do Peixe,
a gastronomy fair of fish dishes, that
also offers music concerts and seminars. Still in July, Caloura hosts the
Caloura Blues, a festival dedicated
to blues and jazz that brings cheer
to the locality and features captivating artists. Ending July, RFM Beach
Power, in Ribeira Grande, features

S. MIGUEL

ENTERTAINMENT
AND CULTURE
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The clay, abundant in the hills of the
island, pushed the economic development of the region. Ceramic
works, hand painted tiles, roof tiles,
pots and many other clay utensils
form the basis of this culture.

The cloak and hood were the typical
popular dress. It has its origins in the
18th century, and has been adapted
into the garments of the university
students of the Azores.
The art of spinning is another valuable artisanal expression. Using
ancient looms, blankets, quilts, and
rugs of many patterns and colors
were made. The handmade embroidery and the wickerwork are other
artisanal treasures of the island.

Fishing has served as a means of
subsistence, still present today. The
water mills are also a testimony to
the corn and flour work of the island.
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Senhor Santo Cristo dos Milagres

The Senhor Santo Cristo dos Milagres Festivities are the largest religious festivity of the Azores, happening yearly on the 5th Sunday
after Easter. The image of Santo
Cristo dos Milagres, stored in the
Convento da Esperança, is displayed on the streets in a great procession in its honor. Many emigrants
from Canada and the United States
of America return to their origins to
worship the saint for 3 days. Several
devotees make promises and crawl
on their knees around Campo de
São Francisco.

S. MIGUEL
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Marches of São João

S. MIGUEL

The marches of São João, in Vila
Franca do Campo, are a tradition
typical of this place, attracting more
people every year. The populace
celebrates São João with fervor, in
a spectacle of over one hundred
marches with 900 participants. The
entertainment continues through
the night, with music concerts by renowned artists, close to the Frades
roundabout.
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Espírito Santo Festivities

The Espírito Santo Festivities are
one of the most typical religious
traditions of the Azores, celebrated
with great cheer and devotion in
São Miguel. The streets are decorated and great feasts of Espírito
Santo soups, meat stew, massa
sovada and sweet rice are had.
These extend from May to September through several localities of the
island. In the Summer month, each
parish celebrates and worships its
patron saint.

S. MIGUEL

TRADITIONAL FESTIVITIES
AND ETHNOGRAPHY
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The São Miguel Pilgrims are another
typical tradition of the island. Groups
of men from each parish go on a
pilgrimage around the island for 8
days, visiting churches and hermitages with the image of Maria. This
tradition happens from the start to
the end of Lent.

Pilgrims

Cavalhadas de São Pedro

The Cavalhadas de São Pedro, in
Ribeira Grande, are a parade of
colorful and uniquely dressed horses and riders. The parade, that goes
through Ribeira Grande, includes a
king, lancers, knights, buglers and
stewards. On the day before, the
marches of São Pedro brings cheer
to the locality and people to the
streets.

The Feira Quinhentista, which takes
place in Ribeira Grande, showcases the medieval daily life of ancient
times in the kingdom of Portugal. In
this fair, several actors contribute to
the medieval atmosphere.

Feira Quinhentista
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AND ETHNOGRAPHY

Campo São Francisco
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PONTA DELGADA
Nossa Senhora da Esperança Monastery (16th century)

Mãe de Deus Hermitage
(19th century)

Located on Alto da Mãe de Deus,
this hermitage offers a panoramic
view over the city of Ponta Delgada. The structure it is built upon is
made of the remains of old bunkers
and walls.

This temple houses the image of
Senhor Santo Cristo dos Milagres.
Its walls are covered in tiles of great
value.

Todos os Santos Church
(18th century)

São Brás Fort (16th century)

Old Jesuit college, its construction
was halted due the expulsion of the
Jesuits. Today it houses the Núcleo
de Arte Sacra do Museu Carlos
Machado.

The largest fort in the island, served
as defense from attacks by pirates
and corsairs. It is home to the Militar
Museum of Azores.

Santana Palace

São Sebastião Main Church
(16th century)

Built in the 19th century, today
serves as the headquarters of the
Presidency of the Regional Government of the Azores.

Main church of Ponta Delgada, displaying Manueline, Baroque and
Gothic elements.

Portas da Cidade (18th century)

Served as point of entry to the city. The kings D. Pedro IV and D. Carlos
have passed under these arches.
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MONUMENTS

Praça Gonçalo Velho Cabral
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RIBEIRA GRANDE
Fountain (16th century)

Santa Bárbara Beach Bunkers (20th century)

Located in Largo de São Pedro in
Ribeira Seca parish, this fountain
is a vestige of the old settlement
village destroyed by the eruption of
1563.

Located in the rocky area of Santa Bárbara beach, this is a military
construction that served as a shelter
for artillery and for coastal defense
in the context of the 2nd World War.

Ponta do Cintrão Lighthouse (20th century)

Emigrant Square

Located in Ribeirinha parish, this
lighthouse was inaugurated in 1957.
It is located on top of a cliff that presents an impressive landscape and
has a cylindrical tower with 14 meters high.

The Emigrant Square is a work dedicated to all the persons of Ribeira
Grande, and Azores in general, who
throughout the years have missed
their land.

Senhor dos Passos Church
(17th century)

Eight Arches Bridge (19th
century)

Located in Conselheiro Hintze
Ribeiro Square, this church has an
admirable baroque front and houses
an image of Christ carrying a cross
which dates back to the 18th century.

Built by the military engineer Sousa
Silva, this is one of Ribeira Grande’s
landmarks. It’s one of the largest
road works of the 19th century and
is the only bridge with eight fulllength arches on the island.

Nossa Senhora da Estrela Church (16th century)

Located in Largo Gaspar Frutuoso, in Matriz parish, this is one of the most
beautiful and oldest religious temples of São Miguel. It was first built in 1517
and the temple was dedicated to Nossa Senhora da Estrela, patron saint of
the municipality.
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Praça do Emigrante
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Nossa Senhora da Paz
Hermitage

One of the oldest temples, it houses
the oldest church bell in the island.
Its three halls and gilded woodwork
are admirable.

Located at the top of the hill of Nossa Senhora da Paz. Climbing its
great stairway leads to an excellent
sightseeing spot, overlooking Vila
Franca do Campo and its isle.

São Francisco Monastery (16th century)

POVOAÇÃO
Portas do Povoamento

Nossa Senhora do Rosário
Church

Inaugurated in 2005, this monument
marks the place where the first settlers of the island landed.

It is one of the oldest churches of
São Miguel, from the 15th century.

Nossa Senhora das Vitórias Hermitage

Nossa Senhora das Vitórias Hermitage
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Placed on the southern shore of the lagoon of Furnas, it was built by José do
Canto as a burial place for him and his wife. It is a rare example of neogothic
construction in Portugal.
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Nossa Senhora da Paz Hermitage
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Franciscan building of educational importance. Its chapel is dedicated to
Nossa Senhora do Rosário.

S. MIGUEL

São Miguel Arcanjo Church
(16th century)
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VILA FRANCA DO CAMPO
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LAGOA
Santa Cruz Church (16th
century)

Nossa Senhora do Rosário
Church (16th century)

In spite of its build date, its front
shows elements of the 18th century.
Its interior stands out for the main
chapel’s vault.

Built on a hermitage, it houses a collection of sculptures by Machado de
Castro.

Franciscanos
(18th century)

Nossa Senhora dos Remédios Hermitage (16th century)
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Monastery

One of the richest buildings in the
island, due to its Baroque style and
gilded woodcarvings.

The altar’s front is covered in Hispano-Moorish tiles.
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Franciscanos Monastery
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NORDESTE
São Jorge Main Church

Ribeira dos Caldeirões Watermills

Church of fifteenth century foundation (15th century), this is one of
the oldest religious temples on São
Miguel island. It was rebuilt in the
second half of the 18th century and
has some characteristic elements of
São Miguel island baroque.

Ribeira dos Caldeirões Natural Park
has 5 watermills. Classified as Public Interest Buildings, these date
back to the 16th century and were
a source of subsistence and income
for several families.

Arnel Lighthouse

Ribeira do Guilherme Watermills

The first lighthouse to be built in the
Azores Autonomous Region, dating
back to 1876. Located in Ponta do
Arnel, it offers guided tours to visitors, where you can learn about its
history and the activity of the lighthouse and the lighthouse keeper, as
well as a permanent exhibition on
the lighthouses of the Azores.

Ribeira do Guilherme Garden has 2
watermills. Classified as Public Interest Buildings, these are watermills that have a water-powered
caster. They were fed by the stream
that gives the garden its name.

Nordeste Labor House

Founded in 1954 by Maria do Carmo
Monte with the objective of instructing the young girls of the municipality, thus recovering the traditional
looms. The handicrafts produced
here are very well known, especially
the regional costumes used for folklore. Here you can admire the work
of the artisans, as well as purchase
the produced pieces.

Seven Arches Bridge

A bridge with seven perfect arches,
it is one of the most beautiful bridges
of the island. It is locally known as
“viaduct”, and was designed and
engineered by António Augusto de
Sousa e Silva Its construction dates
back to 1882.
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Farol do Arnel
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The gastronomy of São Miguel is
diverse and rich in flavors. The blue
jack mackerel with vilão sauce, the
octopus stew or roasted octopus,
the greaves, the bloodsausage with
pineapple, the fish stews, the limpet
rice, the regional steak, the iconic
cozido das Furnas, cooked with the
heat of the earth itself, are some
dishes you must try.
Regarding seafood, the limpets with
Afonso sauce, the lobsters, the slipper lobsters and the crabs are some
of the most popular dishes.

Cozido das Furnas

Queijada de Vila Franca do Campo

The confectionery of São Miguel includes the famous queijadas da Vila
Franca do Campo, the sweet rice,
the bolos lêvedos from Furnas, the
malassadas and the massa sovada.

When it comes to fruit, try the wonderful pineapple of the Azores.
The climate of the island confers a
unique taste. Also try the several
pineapple based products, such as
pineapple pastries, cakes and jams.
Try also the local passionfruit, the
blackberry, custard apple, orange
and banana.

Ananás
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To accompany your meals, try the
locally produced vinho de cheiro
and the several liqueurs - blackbery,
tangerine, passionfruit and pineapple. Try also the tea of the Azores,
perfect for regional confectionery. It
is the only tea produced in Europe.

Liquors
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GASTRONOMY
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Fogo Beach - Ribeira Quente
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Sportsfishing | Spearfishing

S. MIGUEL

São Miguel has several bathing areas with clear waters that invite you for a
swim. In the municipality of Ponta Delgada, you can find the swimming pools
complex of São Pedro, the natural pools of Portas do Mar, the pools of São
Vicente Ferreira, the Pópulo beach, the Milícias beach, the thermal baths of
Ponta da Ferraria. In the municipality of Ribeira Grande, there is the beach
of Santa Bárbara, which hosts the Surf world championship, the Moinhos
beach, the municipal pools complex of Ribeira Grande, also known as
Poças, and the beach of Monte Verde. In Vila Franca do Campo, you may
bathe in the beach of Vinha, Água
de Alto beach, and, only during the
Summer, in the isle of Vila Franca
do Campo. In Nordeste you will find
the bathing area of Foz da Ribeira
and the beach of Lombo Gordo. In
the municipality of Lagoa, we recommend the bathing area of Caloura and the natural pools of Lagoa.
In Povoação, go for a swim at the
beach of Fogo and at the port of
Faial da Terra.

S. MIGUEL

Bathing Areas

S. MIGUEL

SPORTS
AND LEISURE

Parrotfish
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It is possible to fish, depending on
the time of the year, on the coast, in
creeks and lagoons. In the lagoons
you can find trout and carp. In the
sea, the tuna season runs between
April and June, while the blue merlin and jack mackerel seasons last
from July to October. There are
many other species that you may
capture through trolling, bottom fishing, buoy fishing and spearfishing,
such as sea bass, grouper, anchovy, barracuda, white seabream and
parrotfish. Fish from the coast fishing docks, such as the ones found in
Ponta da Bretanha, Fenais da Luz,
Nordeste, Porto Formoso, Rabo de
Peixe, Mosteiros and Vila Franca do
Campo. Fishing permits may be obtained from the Serviços Florestais
or in RIAC.
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Whale and Dolphin Watching | Boat tours | Sailing

As in the other islands of the archipelago, whale and dolphin watching
is a sought after experience. The
spotted dolphin is common in the
Summer, and the blue whale is easily seen in the end of Winter. The
spermwhales and sei whales can be
frequently seen in the Summer. The
sea of the Azores displays a great
number of species, throughout the
year. These excursions are usually made from the marinas of Ponta
Delgada or Vila Franca do Campo.
There are several enterprises specialized in this type of service, and
you can find them in the services
section of this guide book. Boat
tours and sailing are other activities
usually made available by specialized enterprises, usually in the same
areas.
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SPORTS
AND LEISURE

Whale Watching
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Diving
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The ocean floors surrounding the
island of São Miguel are a natural paradise for a dive. Among the
vast fauna and flora that allow for
amazing views, you can observe immense schools of fish. Dive at the
Navio Dori, an old military freighter
sunk off the coast, at the Arcos da
Caloura and at the Ilhéu dos Mosteiros. There are several enterprises
that provide these services, look
them up on the services section of
this guide book.

Diving
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Surf | Bodyboard | Windsurf

The island of São Miguel hosts,
yearly, the Surf world championship at the beach of Santa Bárbara,
in Ribeira Grande. A beach for experienced surfers due to its beach
break. In general, the morphology
of the island allows the practice
of this sport in several contexts,
with various reef, beach, and point
breaks. You may also surf at the
Monte Verde beach, Milícias beach,
Mosteiros, Maia, and Fajã do Araújo. Windsurf can be practiced in the
lagoon of Sete Cidades, and in the
beaches of Monte Verde and Milícias.

Surf

S. MIGUEL

Trail hiking | Horse Riding |
Mountain Biking
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The hiking trails of São Miguel offer
unique landscapes. Horse rides and
mountain bike tours are other ways
of observing the nature of the island.
Try the trails of Sanguinho, which
goes through a rural village and
ends at the beautiful waterfall of Salto do Prego, the descent to Lagoa
do Fogo, with a magnificent view
over the endemic flora and a small
lagoon beach, the trail of Salto do
Cabrito, where you can witness an
imponent waterfall of 40 meters, the
trail of Boca do Inferno, in Sete Cidades, which offers a beautiful view
of the several lagoons in the area,
and, for the more adventurous, the
climb to Pico da Vara, the highest
point of the island.

Mountain Biking
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Stand Up Paddling | Canoeing | Kayaking

These activities may be practiced
either in the lagoons or in the sea.
You can explore the lagoons, row
around small isles, observing the
birds and exploring caves. The islet
of Vila Franca do Campo, the lagoon
of Sete Cidades and the lagoon of
Furnas are great spots for these activities.

Stand Up Paddle

Canyoning | Climbing

For lovers of extreme sports, these
are activities to try. You may go canyoning in Ribeira dos Caldeirões, in
the area of Lombadas, with 5 rappel
descents for its 45 meters drop, in
Pico de Vela, with a 40 meters drop
over 8 rappel descents, and in the
creek of the 40 meters waterfall of
Salto do Cabrito. For climbing, try
Ferraria and Água de Pau.

Cannyoning

Tennis | Paddle Tennis

Tennis lovers may play this sport at
the sports complex of Fajã de Cima.
Paddle tennis can be played in the
two courts of Ribeira Grande, or in
the single court in Livramento.

Paddle

Golf
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SPORTS
AND LEISURE

The island features two golf courses, Batalha and Furnas. Both courses provide, beyond the practice of
the sport, an intense contact with
the nature of the island.
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Golf
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Paragliding
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This activity provides angles and
views out of the ordinary. It is possible to paraglide throughout the year,
but the Summer is the best season
for it. São Miguel features several
spots ideal for its practice, with several take off and lading zones.
These include Sete Cidades, considered one of the best paragliding
spots by a European jury, the area
of Salto do Cabrito, Lagoa do Fogo,
and the beach of Santa Bárbara.
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Paragliding
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SPORTS
AND LEISURE

Paintball

Hunting

Wild rabbit hunting is an activity typical of São Miguel. Hunters, together
with their hunting dogs, head to the
designated hunting areas of the island.
Woodcock, duck, and rock pigeon
are some other hunted species.
Hunting
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Paintball
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Paintball is becoming an increasingly demanded activity. This combat sport, played with pressured air
guns that fire balls of colored paint,
finds perfection in the island of São
Miguel due to its fields and landscapes.

Did you know that a tunnel connects Sete
Cidades to Mosteiros? It was built to stabilize the water levels in the lagoons of
Sete Cidades, but was also used by the
locals to travel between the two parishes
for commerce. Today, it is visited by curious tourists.

Sete Cidades
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TOURIST APARTMENTS

LOCAL ACCOMMODATION

HOTELS
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HOTELS
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RESTAURANTS - LAGOA
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RESTAURANTS - LAGOA
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RESTAURANTS - SÃO BRÁS
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RESTAURANTS - PONTA DELGADA
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SNACK-BAR - FURNAS
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CAFETARIES

PRONTO A GOSTAR

S. MIGUEL

COFFEE SHOP & EASYFOOD
HTTP://BAGGA.PT
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RENT-A-CAR
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TRAVEL AGENCIES AND TOURISM
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SIGHTSEEING EXCURSIONS

HANDICRAFTS AND REGIONAL ARTICLES
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Handmade Embroidery
Handmade Embroideries

Rua da Cruz, 24 -P.O. Box - 9501-093 Ponta Delgada - S. Miguel Açores
Telf. 296 305 990/1 - Fax. 296 305 999 - email: marioreisrodrigo.lda@hotmail.com

37º N 44' 18.56” 25º W 40' 18.05”

S. MIGUEL

EMBROIDERY MANUFACTURER
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HANDICRAFTS AND REGIONAL ARTICLES

S. MIGUEL

We offer tea for degustation
everyday from 8:00 to 18:00

S. MIGUEL

REGIONAL PRODUCTS

Handstickereien
Handmade Embroideries

Rua da Cruz, 24 -P.O. Box - 9501-093 Ponta Delgada - S. Miguel Açores
Telf. 296 305 990/1 - Fax. 296 305 999 - email: marioreisrodrigo.lda@hotmail.com
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WERKSTATT FÜR STICKEREI
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MUSEUMS

OPTICS - ARTICLES AND ACCESSORIES

GOLDSMITHS - JEWELRY STORES
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TERCEIRA
HOW TO GET TO
TERCEIRA

DISCOVERY AND
SETTLEMENT

The most common way of travelling
to Terceira island is by air. There are
daily flights to and from Continental
Portugal, with a duration of approximately 2:30h, and to and from the
other islands.
From May to September, it is also
possible to travel to Terceira by sea
from another island. Sea tourism enterprises provide transport between
the islands of the Central group.

As its name indicates, it was the
third island of the archipelago to be
discovered, although it was initially
named “Ilha de Jesus Cristo”. Due
to its location, it served as a stop
for the Portuguese ships in the time
of the discoveries of the Americas
and the ocean route to India. Its
settlement started in 1449, ordered
by Prince Henry the Navigator, but
the settlement of the areas of Praia
and Angra only happened in 1470.
The island is home to the oldest city
in the Azores, Angra do Heroísmo,
previously named Angra.

GEOGRAPHY
The second most populated island
of the Azores, with around 56400
residents, it covers an area of almost 402 km², at a length of 30,1 km
and a maximum width of 17,6 km.
Its coordinates are 38° 43’ 47” N and
27° 19’ 11” W. Together with Graciosa, São Jorge, Pico and Faial, it
forms the Central Group of the Archipelago of the Azores. Its highest
point, at an altitude of about 1021m,
is located in the Serra de Santa Bárbara.

TRANSPORTATION
To get around Terceira, you may
rent a car, take a taxi or make use
of the public transport bus service
that connects all the localities of the
island.

Do you follow us
on social media?
@acoresnaturezaviva
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Biscoitos

At about 100m deep, this volcanic
pit was formed around 2000 years
ago, by the main volcanic chimney
drained of magma. Inside, you will
find a ceiling covered in silicon stalactites and a lagoon.

A singular area of volcanic formation. Here you can find the famous
vineyards divided by “curraletas”,
walls of dry stone masonry. Visit the
Museu do Vinho to learn more about
the production of wine, and go for a
swim at the natural pools of Biscoitos, an excellent bathing area.

Patas and Negro Lagoon

Patas Lagoon is a beautiful manmade lagoon, where the waters of
a spring in the Serra de Santa Bárbara flow into. The Lagoa do Negro
is located in a very peaceful place,
surrounded by elegant cryptomeria
trees, conferring a very particular
beauty to the area.

TERCEIRA
TERCEIRA

Algar do Carvão

TERCEIRA

MUST SEE
LOCATIONS

Angra do Heroísmo

City of classic urban configuration,
despite its small size. Home to some
of the greatest baroque treasures.
Was declared as World Heritage
Site by UNESCO in 1983, due to its
architectural, historical and cultural
value.

Patas Lagoon
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An obelisk built with the stones of an
ancient castle, this monument honors D. Pedro IV. Its elevated location
allows for an excellent panoramic
view of Angra do Heroísmo.

TERCEIRA

Obelisco do Alto da
Memória (19th century)

TERCEIRA

Ancient sea volcano, it is the most
well preserved in the Azores. It is
surrounded by the 4km long wall of
the São João Baptista Fortification,
currently in use by the Portuguese
armed forces. It has a privileged
view over Angra do Heroísmo.

TERCEIRA

Monte Brasil
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MUST SEE
LOCATIONS
Angra do Heroísmo Museum

Serra do Cume Pointview

A sightseeing spot at an altitude of
545 meters, with a panoramic view
over the council of Praia da Vitória
and the inner plain of the island,
divided by volcanic rock walls and
known as “manta de retalhos”.

Installed in the old Convento de São
Francisco, it is the main museum of
Terceira. In it, the Azores and all of
its history are well documented, in
collections, expositions and many
other ethnographic elements.

Sé Catedral (16th century)

Considered the largest temple of the
archipelago. Its construction started
in 1570, over a structure of gothic
style, only ending 48 years later, in
a Philippine style.

Facho Pointview

Praia da Vitória

Considered to be one the most
beautiful classic gardens of the
Azores.

Sightseeing spot with an ample view
over Praia da Vitória and its bay.

Duque da Terceira Garden

City located in the largest bay of the
Azores. It has a rich history, monuments and traditions. Its beach is
one of the most well known in the
archipelago, host to the famous
Festas da Praia.

Gruta do Natal

Lava tunnel reaching a depth of 697
meters, with walls marked by several shapes and colors.

The largest caldera of the archipelago, with a perimeter of 15km.
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Caldeira de Guilherme Moniz

Sé Catedral
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Itinerary III

Leaving Angra do Heroísmo, take
the highway to Praia da Vitória, leaving at the end of the straight through
a secondary road leading to Praia
da Vitória. Take the road to Serra do
Cume, where you can appreciate an
incredible view. Return to the road
towards Praia da Vitória and visit the
city. Climb to the sightseeing spot of
Facho and then leave the city in the
direction of Angra do Heroísmo. On
the way, pass by Cabo da Praia,
Porto Martins, Salgueiros, Baía da
Salga, Porto Judeu before arriving
at Angra do Heroísmo.

Praia da Vitória
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Leave Angra do Heroísmo in the
direction of São Mateus, Santa Bárbara, Doze Ribeiras and climb the
Serra de Santa Bárbara, where you
can enjoy its magnificent view. After
coming down of the Serra de Santa
Bárbara, return to the same road,
going through Serreta, Raminho,
Altares, Biscoitos, taking the road
to the right, close to the Museu dos
Vinhos de Biscoitos, heading towards Angra do Heroísmo, and at
Pico da Bagacina, turning to Caldeira de Guilherme Moniz. Return to
the same road, passing by Terra
Chã before arriving at Angra do
Heroísmo.

Itinerary II

TERCEIRA

Leave Angra do Heroísmo towards
Praia da Vitória taking the Southeast coast, turning to Porto Judeu,
from where you can appreciate
the Cabras Islet. Pass through the
center of the parish and follow the
shoreline in the direction of Baía da
Salga, Salgueiros, Porto Martins,
Cabo da Praia e Praia da Vitória.
After, go up to the sightseeing spot
of Facho, and then follow through
Lajes, Vila Nova, Agualva, Quatro
Ribeiras, Biscoitos, Altares, Raminho, Serreta, Doze Ribeiras, Santa
Bárbara, Cinco Ribeiras, where, in
front of the port, you will find an adequate area for subaquatic activities.
Continue through São Bartolomeu,
Negrito, São Mateus, Cais da Silveira and Angra do Heroísmo.
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Biscoitos

Itinerary I

TERCEIRA

Angra do Heroísmo
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GETTING TO KNOW
THE ISLAND
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Terceira island is synonym of fun,
and thus the island is known as the
“festive island”. In August, Praia da
Vitória hosts the Festas da Praia,
with a program filled with events
such as parades, bullfights, music
concerts by international, national
and regional artists, gastronomy
fairs, and nautical sports events.
Angra do Heroísmo also hosts two
folklore and music festivals – FOLK
Azores and Angra-Jazz - one in
September and the other in October.
Festas da Praia

The famous bullfights on a rope are
a cultural element that characterizes
the people of Terceira, and were
introduced by the first settlers, who
seized the abundance of cattle in
the island. The populace lives the
bullfights intensely, like all the other
festivities. A bull tied to a rope handled by at least eight men (the “pastores”) is set loose on the streets.
The bullfights season runs from May
1st to October 15th.

Bullfights

The city of Angra do Heroísmo has
been classified as World Heritage
Site by UNESCO, due to its architecture, streets layout, and also, its
importance throughout the history of
Portugal. The handmade embroideries in raw or white linen, the colorful
wool quilts, the pottery and the viola
da Terra are the main standouts of
the handicrafts of Terceira island.
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ENTERTAINMENT
AND CULTURE

Viola da Terra

CURIOSITY
Did you know that Angra do Heroísmo was the capital of the
Kingdom of Portugal for a time?
The island of Terceira, during the reign of D. Pedro IV, served
as base of operations for the recapture of the throne and the
consolidation of the constitutional monarchy, hence the nomination of Angra as capital of Portugal.

Padrão dos Descobrimentos
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Carnival

Sanjoaninas

The festivities of Sanjoaninas are of
great importance. Connected to the
festivities of the Santos Populares,
it is one of the largest in the archipelago.
For 10 days, the streets of Angra
are host to music concerts, popular marches, bullfights, snacks and
many other activities.

The Cantigas ao Desafio are also
a staple of the identity of Terceira.
Here, singers improvise against
one another, in a duel guided by the
sound of the violas da terra.

Cantigas ao Desafio
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The Carnival is very peculiar in
Terceira island. Around this time,
people fill the halls and theaters to
watch the largest manifestation of
popular theater of Portuguese language in the world, the so called
bailinhos de carnaval and danças
de espada. Politicians and other notable people are depicted in satire
(danças de pandeiro, bailinhos and
comédias).

Traditional Marches
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Espírito Santo

The worship of the Espírito Santo,
as in the other islands of the archipelago, has a great impact in Terceira island. The festivities run for
8 weeks, between the Sunday of
Easter and the Sunday of the Trindade, with two types of ceremony,
the funções with its coronations, and
the bodos with coronations and the
distribution of bread and wine.

TERCEIRA

TRADITIONAL FESTIVITIES
AND ETHNOGRAPHY
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ANGRA DO HEROÍSMO
Negrito Fort

Misericórdia Church

Located in the parish of São Mateus, this fort defended the port from
attacks by pirates and corsairs.

São Sebastião
(15th century)

Built in the 18th century, it is home to
an exceptional collection of sculptures and paintings.

Church

Bettencourt Palace

Palace built between the 17th and
the 18th centuries. It served as public library and archive of Angra do
Heroísmo, and is currently closed to
the public. The current public library
can be found at 42, Rua do Mourão,
in Angra do Heroísmo.

Built by the first settlers, with an exterior of Gothic style and Manueline
interior. It stands out for its gateway,
arches and chapel vault, as well as
its frescos.

São Gonçalo Church (16th
century)

Capitães Generais Palace

Old Jesuit college that was turned
into a Palace, it is today the headquarters for a governmental department, and houses many valuable
items. A church built in the mid 17th
century is annexed to the building.

In the ostentatious interior of this
church you can find gilded woodcarvings, and tiles and paintings
from 18th centuries, as well as the
crucified Christ on a silver cross
from the 17th century.

Nossa Senhora da Conceição (16th century)

São João Baptista Castle
(16th century)

Church of renaissance style, the
main chapel features gilded woodcarvings and jacaranda wood furniture.

Built by order of Phillip II of Spain,
surrounding Monte Brasil, it is one of
the most imposing Portuguese fortresses.
Its system of moats, its gantry, the
bridge of arches and the Igreja de
São João Baptista make this castle
a grandiose Portuguese monument.

São Sebastião Castle (16th
century)
Built in the time of King Sebastian.

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

MONUMENTS

São Sebastião Castle
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ANGRA DO HEROÍSMO
A Capital in the Heart of the Atlantic

NATURE

HISTORY

www.exploreterceira.com

HERITAGE

CULTURE

www.angradoheroismo.pt
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PRAIA DA VITÓRIA
Misericórdia Church

Matriz Church

Santa Catarina Fort

Wine Museum

Built in the 15th century, resulting
from the unification of two independent chapels (Santo Cristo and Espírito Santo) in 1521, becoming one
of the rare churches in the country
with two main chapels.

Built in the 15th century by order of
Jácome de Bruges - the first donee
of the island. It has three Manueline
gateways, with an interior filled with
valuable ornaments (baroque, Manueline and gothic styles).

Built in the 16th century for protecting the bay. Played a major role in
the Batalha da Praia, a historical
battle that took place on August 11th
of 1829.

Museum where you can better understand the wine cultivation and
production process of Biscoitos.
Here, you will find items, utensils
and pictures depicting the Brum
family, the cultivation of vines and
the production of wine.

Caridade Empire

One of the places where the traditional festivities of Espírito Santo
happen, in the locality of Figueiras
do Paim. It was built between 1943
and 1945.

Vitorino Nemésio House

Place of birth of Vitorino Nemésio, is
now a museum that interprets and
studies the life and work of the author.

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

MONUMENTS

Matriz Church
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Wineyards

Dona Amélia Cakes

If looking for confectionery, try
the Dona Amélia cakes, told to be
named after the visit to the island by
queen D. Amélia, and cry for more.
Also enjoy the massa sovada, the
sweet rice, the queijadas Conde da
Praia, the coscorões and the cornucópias.

TERCEIRA
TERCEIRA

To accompany your food, enjoy the
wines from the vineyards of Biscoitos, mainly of the Verdelho variety table wines, liqueur wines, brandies
and liquors, guaranteeing your satisfaction.
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@acoresnaturezaviva

TERCEIRA

Do you follow us
on social media?

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

Alcatra

The cattle, raised in free range, provides juicy meat. The most traditional dish of Terceira is the Alcatra.
Try also the greaves, the blood sausage, the sausage, the vilão sauce
rabbit and the traditional soups of
Espírito Santo.
The seafood of Terceira is a must
have, ranging from slipper lobsters,
barnacles and limpets to many other
species.

TERCEIRA

GASTRONOMY

TERCEIRA
TERCEIRA
TERCEIRA

SPORTS
AND LEISURE
Sportfishing

There is an abundance of fish in the
sea of the Azores. Either by bottom
fishing, trolling, live bait fishing, you
can capture white seabream, grouper, parrotfish, barracuda and anchovy.
You may capture these and other
larger species from boat, where the
adrenaline is guaranteed.

Diving

Terceira provides fascinating subaquatic sceneries rich in fauna
and flora. You may practice diving
in the areas of Arcadas do Judeu,
Cemitério das Âncoras, Gruta do Ilhéu das Cabras, Ilhéu da Mina and
Calheta do Lagador. Contact the
specialized enterprises listed in the
services section of this guide book.

Diving

Surf | Windsurf | Kayaking
| Sailing

The bays of Terceira are great for
nautical activities. You may practice
them in Praia da Vitória, Vila Nova,
Baía das Quatro Ribeiras, Baía das
Contendas and Santa Catarina Cabo da Praia.

Surf

Golf

Terceira presents a 18 holes golf
course, in an area of rich natural
beauty and phenomenal facilities.

Golf

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

Sportfishing

Surf
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/greenloungeslotmachines
/GreenLoungeSlotMachines

€

5

*

VOUCHER*
Venha divertir-se connosco! Have fun with us!

*Válido até 1 de março de 2023 / Valid until March 1, 2023
APLICÁVEL PARA MÁQUINAS AUTOMÁTICAS / APPLICABLE FOR AUTOMATIC MACHINES

Clube de Golfe da Ilha Terceira | Agualva - Praia da Vitória | Telf.: +351 295 902 179
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Bathing Areas | Marinas

The island of Terceira features many
natural bathing spots. You may go
for a swim in Prainha in the city of
Angra do Heroísmo, the beach in
the city of Praia da Vitória, the bathing areas of Silveira, Negrito, and
Cinco Ribeiras, the natural pools
of Biscoitos, Quatro Ribeiras, Vila
Nova, and Porto Martins, as well
as the bathing areas of Salgueiros,
Salga and Porto Judeu, locations
of clear waters and excellent temperatures, either for an afternoon of
leisure at the beach or for a quick
refreshing dive. The island has two
marinas, in Praia da Vitória and Angra do Heroísmo.

Biscoitos Natural Pool

Boat tours | Whale Watching
Great activities for enjoying the sea
of the Azores. You may observe
the Ilhéu das Cabras or even visit the neighboring islands. Several
enterprises specialize in whale and
dolphin watching, as cetaceans are
commonly seen in the sea of the
Azores.

Angra Marina

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

SPORTS
AND LEISURE

Prainha
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SPORTS
AND LEISURE
Hiking Trails | Mountain
Biking | Horse Riding
Terceira is filled with trails that allow
for amazing views. You may hike the
trails of Serreta, Baías da Agualva,
Mistérios Negros and Rocha do
Chambre. Some of these trails can
also be done on mountain bike or
horse back.

Trails

Canyoning | Hunting

Canyoning

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

If you are seeking adrenaline, try
canyoning in the section of Ribeira
da Agualva for a unique experience.
The island is abundant in rabbits.
Please contact the competent authorities for information on the hunting season and regulations.
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TERCEIRA

HOTELS

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

HOSTEL

TERCEIRA
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HOTELS

**

• Quartos com Ar Condicionado e TV Cabo
• Bar • Serviço de Rent-a-Car
Email: reservas@hotelbeiramar.com - Web:http://www.hotelbeiramar.com
Rua Direita, 24- 9700-066 Angra do Heroísmo 295 628 180/1 - Fax:295 628 181

**

HOTE L

• Rooms with Air-conditioned and cable TV
• Bar • Rent-a-Car
Email: reservas@hotelbeiramar.com - Web:http://www.hotelbeiramar.com
Rua Direita, 24- 9700-066 Angra do Heroísmo 295 628 180/1 - Fax:295 628 181

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

TERCEIRA

HOTEL

**

HOTE L

• Zimmer mit Klimaanlage und Kabel TV
• Bar • Autovermietung

Email: reservas@hotelbeiramar.com - Web:http://www.hotelbeiramar.com
Rua Direita, 24- 9700-066 Angra do Heroísmo 295 628 180/1 - Fax:295 628 181
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TERCEIRA

RESTAURANTS - ANGRA DO HEROÍSMO
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HOTELS
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PIZZARIAS - PRAIA DA VITÓRIA

RESTAURANTS - SÃO MATEUS
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TERCEIRA

RENT-A-CAR
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RESTAURANTS - SÃO MATEUS
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RENT-A-CAR

TRAVEL AGENCIES AND TOURISM
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TERCEIRA

HEALTH - PHARMACIES
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MUSEUMS

GRACIOSA
CIRCUITS

Transportation options in the island
include renting a vehicle or using the
taxi service. You can also make use
of the local passenger transport bus
services, which cover a good part of
the island. These services are also
available for rental and daily tours,
with capacity for 8 to 55 passengers.

Circuit 1

Santa Cruz - Bom Jesus - Vitória Ribeirinha - Guadalupe - Santa Cruz

Circuit 2

Santa Cruz - Praia - Luz - Guadalupe Santa Cruz

Circuit 3

Santa Cruz - Guadalupe - Luz Carapacho - Luz - Praia - Santa Cruz

Do you follow us
on social media?
@acoresnaturezaviva
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GRACIOSA
Graciosa is located at 28º 05’ W and
39º 05’ N, and is part of the Central Group of the Archipelago of the
Azores. It has an area of approximately 61 km² (25 square miles),
being 12,5 km (6,7 miles) long and
7 km wide.

TRANSPORTATION

GRACIOSA

GEOGRAPHY

Although uncertain, historians point
1450 as the year when Graciosa
was first discovered. The first people
to set foot on the island were probably sailors from Terceira. The first
settler on the island was Vasco Gil
Sodré, in Santa Cruz, followed by
Duarte Barreto in Praia.

GRACIOSA

Sata Air Açores flies daily to the island of Graciosa, most frequently
from Terceira. This flight has a duration of approximately 20 minutes.
It is also possible to travel by boat
to Graciosa, from the islands of São
Jorge or Terceira. the latter taking
approximately 3 hours.
Between May and September, a
passenger boat connects all the islands of the central group.

DISCOVERY AND
SETTLEMENT

GRACIOSA

HOW TO GET TO
GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA
GRACIOSA
GRACIOSA
GRACIOSA
GRACIOSA
GRACIOSA

Graciosa Caldera

The most iconic landscape element
of the island is an elliptical caldera
about 270m deep. This caldera is
located at the top of the Vulcão da
Caldeira, the smallest volcano in the
Azores.

Furna do Enxofre

A speleological and vulcanological
phenomenon of international interest. This cave presents a perfectly
vaulted ceiling, reaching a height of
50m in its center. The access to the
interior is made through a tower built
in 1939, with a 183° spiral staircase.
This ex-libris of the Azores has a
cold water lake and a sulfur-spewing
muddy fumarole.

Caldeirinha

Also known as Algar dos Diabretes,
it corresponds to the only volcanic
pit in the island, at 38m deep. A walk
around its rim allows for different
views of this geological formation
and the surrounding area, covered
by 55 slag cones. From its elevation,
a panoramic view over the islands of
Terceira, São Jorge, Pico and Faial
is possible.

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA

LOCAIS
MUSTDE
SEE
VISITA
OBRIGATÓRIA
LOCATIONS
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Praia Islet

One of the richest and most diverse
seabird colonies of the Azores can
be found on this isle. It is the only
place in the world where the smallest seabird endemic to the Azores
can be found, the Hydrobates Monteiroi.

Carapacho Thermals

Monte da Nossa Senhora
da Ajuda

A hill with a pleasant view overlooking Vila de Santa Cruz, on the
northern part of the island. Three
hermitages can be visited on this
hill, dedicated to São João, São Salvador and Nossa Senhora da Ajuda.

Baleia Islet

A rocky formation of volcanic origin,
it is located in the bay of Ponta da
Barca, integrating an area of protected landscape. It is red and its
shape resembles a whale.

GRACIOSA
GRACIOSA

It shelters in its cliffs and surface important endemic coastal plant communities, as well as being an important shelter for seabirds.

View to Caldeira
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A thermal spa, located on Carapacho, in the parish of Luz. Close to
the sea, on the foothill of the largest
volcanic formation of the island, it
has a natural thermal pool appreciated for its multiple health benefits.

The Pico Timão and the
Pico do Facho

GRACIOSA

This isle is home to a community of
endemic coastal plants, also serving
as an important shelter for seabirds.

GRACIOSA

Baixo Islet

GRACIOSA

MUST SEE
LOCATIONS

GRACIOSA
Caldeira

Ponta da Barca Lighthouse

Leaving Santa Cruz towards Guadalupe, pass by Pontal, Feteira,
Pedras Brancas, taking a detour to
Caldeira and Furna do Enxofre. Follow the road from Luz to Carapacho,
taking a detour to visit the isles area.
Continue following the coast, passing by Fenaus, Praia, Quitadouro,
heading to Santa Cruz. Before
ending the tour, climb the Monte da
Nossa Senhora da Ajuda.

Leave Santa Cruz following the seaside road, stopping at the Ponta da
Barca sightseeing spot. Go through
Senhora da Vitória, Porto Afonso,
and head up to Pico das Terças to
enjoy one of the most beautiful panoramic views of Graciosa. Take a detour to the Almas sightseeing spot,
following to the road that crosses
Serra Branca, going through Fajã,
Luz, São Mateus, Praia, Quitadouro
and returning to Santa Cruz.

Itinerary I

Itinerary II

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA
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GETTING TO KNOW
THE ISLAND

Furna do Enxofre
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Graciosa Museum

Burras de Milho

The rare corn “burras” are a surviving traditional method of drying corn
cobs, in a four-legged structure of
triangular shape.
The Assosiação de Artesãos da Ilha
Graciosa, in Santa Cruz, showcases the methods used in linen handmade embroidery, made with an
ancient technique characteristic of
the island.

GRACIOSA
GRACIOSA

The Museu da Graciosa, made up of
6 centers, is an important repository
of the local ethnography. Several
traditional activities, such as agriculture, wine making, production of
cereals, whaling and ancient crafts,
are represented in an exposition of
historical gear and utensils.

Santo Cristo Procession
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Carnival

The Graciosa Carnival is vibrant and
celebrated with enthusiasm by the
locals, who keep alive their traditional dances and manners, accompanied by a great passion for music
that permeates the population. In
the week of the Carnival, several
paradesare organized, where revelers dress up in original costumes
and masks.

GRACIOSA

ENTERTAINMENT
AND CULTURE

GRACIOSA
GRACIOSA
GRACIOSA

In August, there is the Festa do
Senhor Santo Cristo dos Milagres,
where a religious component comes
together with music concerts and
folklore groups that animate the
streets.

Festa do Senhor Santo Cristo dos Milagres

Cortejos Etnográficos

The festivities honoring the Divino
Espírito Santo are of great religious
and profane importance, being
strongly ingrained in the traditions of
the local populace, and running from
May to September.

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA

TRADITIONAL FESTIVITIES
AND ETHNOGRAPHY
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Built in the 18th century, on the
Monte da Nossa Senhora da Ajuda,
it houses an important collection of
18th century tiles. It resembles a
miniature castle.

Nossa Senhora de Guadalupe Church

Built as a replacement, in a different
location, for an older hermitage of
the 16th century, which housed a
depiction of the Virgem de Guadalupe.

Wind Mills

The arrival of the windmills in Graciosa island took place at the end of
the 19th century. Of Scandinavian
origin, their domes mark the red of
the island. They are a reminder of
the time when Graciosa was the island that exported the most cereals,
it was the “granary of the Azores”.

Barra Cross

Some authors think this cross was
brought by António de Freitas (name
written on the cross), from Guimarães in 1520. It marks the fulfilment of a promise, and is one of 3
crosses. The other 2 crosses can be
found in Tenerife and Africa.

Santo Cristo Church

Wind Mill
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Built in the 16th century, it is home to a depiction of Senhor Santo Cristo.

GRACIOSA

Hermitage built after 1623 in celebration of the popular victory over
Algerian pirates, who tried to disembark in Porto Afonso.

GRACIOSA

Nossa Senhora da Ajuda
Hermitage

Nossa Senhora da Vitória
Hermitage

GRACIOSA

The oldest and most artistic occult
temple in Graciosa, in the Manueline and Baroque styles. Of the golden altar panels of the main chapel,
the 5 panels of the 15th century are
worthy of note, while the 6th can be
found on the left side wall.

GRACIOSA

Santa Cruz Main Church

GRACIOSA

MONUMENTS
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The fresh fish and seafood captured
off the coast, in traditional recipes
like pescador sauce, fried fish with
molhanga and fish stews, are true
delicacies of Graciosa. Lobsters,
slipper lobsters, spider crabs and
limpets are abundant in the region
and ready to be enjoyed.

Caldeirada de Peixe

Wineyards

The wine of Graciosa is excellent,
and resisted the deforestation by
phylloxera.
The white wines, old brandies and
aperitive wines satisfy the most demanding palates and are perfect
accompaniments to the regional
gastronomy.

The most characteristic food product
of the island is the Queijada da Graciosa, a centenary recipe inspired
by the covilhetes de leite. Some local confectionery includes the cavacas, the escolmilhas, the capuchas,
the rice pastries or the egg encharcadas.

Queijadas da Graciosa

GRACIOSA
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GRACIOSA

GASTRONOMY

Graciosa Sweets
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SPORTS
AND LEISURE
Bathing Areas

The clear waters and pleasant temperatures at the natural pools of
Carapacho make for a great swim.
You can also enjoy the indoor hot
water thermal baths of Termas do
Carapacho.
The area of Barro Vermelho includes
a small beach of basalt stones,
while Santa Cruz has bathing spots
in Calheta, Boqueirão and beach of
São Mateus.

São Mateus Beach

Diving

The good visibility in the waters off
the coast of Graciosa - considered
the diving capital - provide spectacular underwater views. The abundance of fish and other marine fauna
guarantee moments of memorable
beauty, and great underwater pictures.

Diving

Sportfishing | Spearfishing
You can capture white seabream,
red seabream, grouper, wrasse,
parrotfish, anchovy, barracuda and
mackerel off the coast of Graciosa.
The shore is low and easily accessible.
On boat, you can fish larger species,
be it by bottom fishing or trolling.
With a spear, you may capture vadigo, white seabream, grouper, anchovy, barracuda and white trevally,
which in combination with the marvelous seafloor, makes for a magnificent hunt.

Sportfishing
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Biosphere Reserve

Monte Nossa Senhora da Ajuda

Rowing | Sailing | Windsurf
The bays of Santa Cruz, Folga and
Praia are optimal for the practice of
these activities.

Hiking

CURIOSITY

Burro Anão

GRACIOSA
GRACIOSA

Between the several hiking trails in
the island, the road circling Caldeira
stands out. It can be trailed on foot,
on horse or on a mountain bike.
Whichever the mean chosen, we
guarantee you will be amazed by
the dashing landscapes and hiking
trails. The island’s terrain is scarce
in elevations and there are no wild
animals.

GRACIOSA

Hiking | Mountain biking |
Horse riding

Did you know about the existence of the Dwarf
Donkey in the island of Graciosa? The Donkey
of Graciosa has been recognized as indigenous
breed of the asinine “Burro da Graciosa”. For its
mild temperament and small size, it is of great
potential for touristic outings.

Termas do Carapacho
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GRACIOSA

Surf

GRACIOSA

The island of Graciosa was, in 2007,
classified as Biosphere Reserve,
due to the conservation of its ethnographic, cultural and biological characteristics.

GRACIOSA

Graciosa Sweets

GRACIOSA

The island is rich in quail, pigeon
and rabbit. Please contact the
Serviço Florestal da Graciosa for
more information.

GRACIOSA

Hunting

GRACIOSA

SPORTS
AND LEISURE
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HOTELS

RENT-A-CAR

CONTACTOS / CONTACT INFO
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RESTAURANTS

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA

Balcão/Office: Aeródromo da Ilha
Graciosa/ Graciosa Aerodrome
Email: reservas@rentacargraciosa.com
Telefone/Phone: 918449954 | 967869218
| 295 712 274
Website: www.rentacargraciosa.com

RESERVE
JÁ NOW!
BOOK RIGHT
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50 Years Working for You

SWIMMING POOLS

Piscina Municipal de Santa Cruz
MODERN AND PLEASANT AREAS
Email: geral@cm-graciosa.pt
Web: http:/www.cm-graciosa.pt
Corpo Santo -

295 73 00 40 - Fax 295 73 23 00

39ºN 05’ 22.38’’ 28ºW 00’ 42.66’’
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GRACIOSA
GRACIOSA

Buses from 8 to 55 seats
+ Info: Rua da Boa Vista - Santa Cruz da Graciosa
Tel.+351 295 732 363 Telm.+351 916 456 470

GRACIOSA

EMPRESA DE TRANSPORTES COLECTIVOS DA ILHA GRACIOSA
Enjoy the experience of Travelling with confort in Graciosa
Bus Tour Rentals
Daily Circuits around the Island

GRACIOSA

PUBLIC PASSENGER TRANSPORT

GRACIOSA

GRACIOSA

SIGHTSEEING TOURS
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RENT-A-CAR
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SUPERMERCADOS

MUSEUMS

LIBRARIES
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SÃO JORGE
For transportation in São Jorge, you
may rent a car, use the taxi service
or the public transport bus, which
connects the main localities of São
Jorge.

CURIOSITY
Did you know that Fajã do Santo Cristo, in São Jorge, beyond being an excellent surfing spot due to its reef break,
is also the only place where a local clam, tape decussatus,
can be found?

Pico da Velha
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SÃO JORGE

SÃO JORGE

The island of São Jorge covers a total area of approximately 243 km². It
is 54 km long and about 7 km wide.
It is part of the Central Group of the
Azores, located at 38° 24’N and 28°
33’W. It is one of the three “Islands
of the Triangle” and its highest point
is Pico da Esperança, reaching an
altitude of 1053 m.

SÃO JORGE

SÃO JORGE
TRANSPORTATION

GEOGRAPHY

SÃO JORGE

Evidence suggests it was discovered around 1460. It is believed that
its proximity to Terceira facilitated its
sighting, together with the other islands of the Central Group. It was
the second island of the Central
Group to be populated, and the first
settlements were in Velas and in the
area of Topo.

SÃO JORGE

SATA Air - Açores, the regional air
carrier, normally flies daily to São
Jorge, from the airports of Ponta
Delgada and Lajes (Terceira).
You can also use the sea transport.
There are daily connections to the
islands of Faial and Pico. The ferries
allow the transportation of vehicles
between the islands of the Triangle
(Faial, Pico and São Jorge).

DISCOVERY AND
SETTLEMENT

SÃO JORGE

HOW TO GET TO
SÃO JORGE

SÃO JORGE

SÃO JORGE

SÃO JORGE
SÃO JORGE
SÃO JORGE
SÃO JORGE
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Ouvidor Fajã

This is undoubtedly one of the most
sought after fajãs on the north coast
of the island, both for its accessibility
and for its natural charms. The From
the great bathing spots in the natural pools that make this fajã unique,
we highlight the Poça Simão Dias,
Natural Monument of Municipal Interest.

Whale Lookout

Old lookout located in Ponta dos
Rosais. It was used during the high
season of whaling in the islands of
the triangle. Today it is a must-see,
with a privileged view located more
than 200 meters above sea level.

Vimes Fajã

The microclimate of the area provides the necessary conditions to
grow coffee plantations, a rare case
in Europe. The coffee is used for
personal consumption, but there are
also places where it is sold to the
public. It has a unique and intense
flavour. The art of weaving still subsists in this Fajã, with high point and
repass techniques.

Fajã da Caldeira de Santo
Cristo

Fajã da Caldeira de Santo Cristo
is a Natural Reserve and a Special
Ecological Area. Here you will find a
unique lagoon, the only one in the
Azores where the Clams (tapes decussatus) of São Jorge grow. Also,
this place is considered a sanctuary
for surfers and bodyboarders due
to the reef break. Located in the
same place is the beautiful Fajã dos
Cubres, which has a lagoon rich in
shrimp. These shrimps are used as
fishing bait.

Almas Fajã

Located on the south coast of São
Jorge island in the parish of Manadas, municipality of Velas. In this
fajã we can find two chapels, Nossa
Senhora das Almas and Santo Cristo, the latter built in 1882. Besides
that, you can see an Old Well of
Baixa Mar and great viewpoints.

Hope Peak

Reaching close to 1053 m of altitude,
it is the highest point of São Jorge.
From its peak one can see the other
islands of the Central Group.

Ribeira da Areia Fajã Natural Arch

Located in Norte Grande parish, this is a naturally formed basaltic lava arch.
Its distinctive shape endows the place with a unique beauty.

SÃO JORGE

SÃO JORGE

SÃO JORGE

MUST SEE
LOCATIONS

Poça Simão Dias
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Whale Watchtower

Fajã dos Vimes
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Head to Calheta. Stop at the Ribeira
do Almeida sighsteeing spot and
enjoy the view. In Urzelina, visit the
Fajã das Pombas. In Manadas, you
can stop at the sightseeing spot of
Fajã das Almas. Through Biscoitos,
head down to Calheta. Visit the Fajã
Grande and then follow to the parish
of Ribeira Seca, where you can visit
the Parque Florestal da Silveira.
Then, take the opportunity to visit
the sightseeing spot of Pedras Brancas, and heading to the parishes of
Santo Antão and Topo. In Topo, visit
the fishing port and the lighthouse
facing the islet. Return to Ribeira
Seca taking the same road and then
follow the north road of the island.
Make a stop at the Fajã dos Cubres
sightseeing spot, from where you
can admire both Fajã dos Cubres
and Fajã do Santo Cristo.
Continue through the north of the
island passing by Ribeira da Areia,
Norte Grande and stop at the sightseeing spot overlooking Fajã do Ouvidor. Before arriving at Velas, pass
by Toledo and Beira.

Itinerary II

SÃO JORGE

Leave Velas towards Ponta dos Rosais, going through Baía de Entre
Morros, the Parque Florestal das
Sete Fontes, and the parish of Rosais. In the return, pass by Beira and
follow the north coast, going through
Toledo and Santo António.
Head to the south coast, where
you will find amazing sightseeing
spots. Pass by Pico da Esperança
and Caldeirinhas, and then follow
through Urzelina, Ribeira do Nabo
and Fajã do Santo Amaro, finally arriving at Velas.
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Canavial Viewpoint

Itinerary I
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Ponta dos Rosais Lighthouse
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Velas Cultural Week takes place
during the first week of July, animating São Jorge and the triangle
islands. It is characterized by a
programme consisting of nautical
events, musical concerts, gastronomic fairs, book fairs, among other
attractive events.
The folklore is identical to the other
islands of the archipelago. The men
and women of São Jorge repeat the
trends of the Chamarrita, the Sapateia and the Pézinho to the sound of
the Viola de Arame.

In April, Velas celebrates São Jorge
Festivities. These are festivities that
promote and enhance the tradition
of the municipality and the island.
The biggest day of the festivities is
April 23rd, the day of the municipality’s patron saint, São Jorge.
The handcrafted embroidery and
weaving are the main crafts. The
“colchas em ponto alto” or the blankets of São Jorge are very famous,
made with rudimentary wooden
looms.

São Jorge Festivities

TRADITIONAL FESTIVITIES
AND ETHNOGRAPHY
The Espírito Santo is celebrated
in every island of the Azores, with
São Jorge following the rule. These
festivities are celebrated with great
devotion and enthusiasm by the local populace, that brings joy to the
streets of the respective “Impérios”.

Festivities of a popular character are
diverse. The festivities take place at
the same time as the return of many
emigrants, who participate in the traditions of this people with more than
500 years of history.
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ENTERTAINMENT
AND CULTURE

Espírito Santo
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Santa Bárbara Church

Church dated from the 18th century,
it is one of the most beautiful examples of baroque constructions in the
Azores. It was built for the image of
Santa Bárbara, of almost 30 cm in
size, found in the primitive temple
that was already in place.

Paços do Concelho das
Velas

Built in the 18th century, it is an example of the baroque civilian architecture of the Azores.

Urzelina Bell Tower

The surviving bell tower is what remains from an ancient church, destroyed in the volcanic eruption of
1808.

São Jorge Main Church

Built in the 17th century over a temple dated from the 15th century. The
interior features gilded woodwork
and basalt masonry.

Portão do Mar

Built in the 18th century, it is the
standing part of the old defense
walls of Velas.
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MONUMENTS

Manadas Church
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Coffee Plantation

SÃO JORGE

The particular microclimates of the
Fajãs allow the plantation of coffee in Fajã dos Vimes. There you can
enjoy an intense coffee made from
locally harvested beans (a rare instance in Europe).

SÃO JORGE

Espécies

Traditional confectionery recipes
that should be tasted include coscorões, rosquilhas and the coalhada cakes, but the most distinguished
is “espécies”, a horseshoe shaped
sweet pastry with small holes from
where some filling comes out. As its
name indicates, this sweet pastry is
very famous for the use of several
spices, such as anise and cinnamon.

SÃO JORGE

São Jorge Cheese

SÃO JORGE

When it comes to milk products, the
Queijo de São Jorge (DOP) is of the
most importance for the economy of
the island. This cheese is internationally renowned for its spicy flavor,
resulting of the ripening process.
The production techniques, that remain almost completely erudite for
over 500 years, were brought by the
first Flemish settlers.

São Jorge Cheese
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Clams

The gastronomy of São Jorge is rich
in fresh fish, beef and seafood. Regarding seafood, the famous clams
of Fajã do Santo Cristo are noteworthy.
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GASTRONOMY
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Bathing Areas

The natural pools of Velas, Ouvidor
Fajã, where one can find the iconic
Poça Simão Dias, Grande Fajã and
Topo Fajã port are spots with clear
waters and very appropriate for an
excellent swim.

The sea surrounding São Jorge is
rich in marine species. Fish from the
coast fishing ports such as the ones
at Laje do Morro, Baía da Enfiada
and Ponta das Eiras. From white
seabream and parrotfish to barracuda and mackerel, you can fish
these species with your technique
of choice.

SÃO JORGE
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Sportfishing

Spearfishing

São Jorge offers ocean floors filled
with aquatic fauna. You can capture
white seabream, grouper, anchovy
and parrotfish. Contact the competent entities for information on the
regulation of this activity.

Grouper

Boat trips | Sailing
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Poça Simão Dias

Sportfishing
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SPORTS
AND LEISURE

Boat Trips

The Fajãs Island has a marina in
Velas and a harbor in Calheta, both
with excellent conditions to receive
sailors. You can sail around the island and enjoy its beautiful rugged
coastline. Ponta dos Rosais and
Topo islet highlight the beauty of
the island’s coastline and are the
main attractions of the boat trips.
These trips also allow you to discover unique features of São Jorge
coastline.

Boat Trips
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Mountain Biking

The island’s geography allows for incredible hikes. On foot, hike the Fajã
do Santo Cristo - Fajã dos Cubres
trail, one of the most famous trails
between two of the most emblematic
fajãs of the Azores. Try also the Pico
da Esperança - Fajã do Ouvidor
trail, a great walk along the spine of
the island. On horse, ride through
Ribeira Seca, Calheta and Serra do
Topo. On mountain bike, go through
Pico da Esperança, the area of Topo
and Sete Fontes-Rosais.

Do you follow us
on social media?
@acoresnaturezaviva
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Hiking | Mountain Biking |
Horse Riding
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Surf
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The island of São Jorge is a surf
sanctuary in the Azores. The Fajã
da Caldeira do Santo Cristo is a paradisiacal place for surfing, with nice
waves due to its reef break. The
Fajã dos Cubres has fast waves and
the longest left in the Azores, while
Fajã do Belo is ideal for those in pursuit of tubular waves.
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Surf
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Diving

SÃO JORGE

The coast of São Jorge presents
places of rare beauty for diving. Try
diving in the area of Entre-Morros,
home to a great abundance of fish
species, in the Baixa dos Rosais,
where you can observe large pelagic fish like barracuda and vadigo,
and the Ilhéu do Topo, excellent for
seeing species local to the seafloor
of the Azores.
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Diving
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Canyoning

Canyoning finds the true meaning of
adrenalin in São Jorge. The island
presents great unevenness with V4
levels. Try Sanguinhal, with its 750
m unevenness, Cavaletes (Troço
Inferior) with its 18 drops, the Fajã
Redonda with 6 drops and the
Caldeira.

Canyoning

Hunting

The island of São Jorge offers to the
hunter amazing views and a fresh
environment, while providing an
abundance of rabbits and pigeons.

Hunting

Biosphere Reserve

The island of São Jorge is classified as Biosphere Reserve, due to
its Fajãs and the preservation of its
ethnographic, cultural and biological
characteristics.

Topo Islet
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Velas
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LOCAL ACCOMMODATION
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TOURIST ACCOMMODATION

TOURISM ENTERTAINMENT

SÃO JORGE

WWW.SJZDIVEANDSAIL.COM

915

BOAT TRANSFERS
106

268

STAND UP PADDLE

SJZDIVEANDSAIL@GMAIL.COM

SAILING TOURS
@SJZDIVEANDSAIL
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RESTAURANTS - VELAS - FAJÃ DO OUVIDOR
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(+351)
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SCUBA DIVING
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RESTAURANTS - CALHETA
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TRAVEL AGENCIES AND TOURISM
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RESTAURANTS - TOPO
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SUPERMARKET/COFFEE SHOP

RENT-A-CAR
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RESERVE CONNOSCO |
BOOK WITH US
www.velasauto.com
rentacar@velasauto.com

+351 292 623 050
+351 916 616 627

S.JORGE

Avenida dos Baleeiros, nº12
9800-548 Velas, S.Jorge
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MUSEUMS

+351 295 432 421
+351 910 028 115

SÃO JORGE

PICO
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Rua da Gare Marítima, Loja 4
9950-344 Madalena, Pico
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RENT-A-CAR
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PICO
Pico island was discovered at the
time of the other central group islands. Its name comes from the
highest mountain in Portugal located there and it was the last island of
the central group to be inhabited. Its
settlement started in the town of Lajes, which was the first municipality
in the island.

PICO

PICO
Sata Air Açores has daily flights to
this island, usually from Ponta Delgada and Lajes airports on Terceira
island. It is also possible to get there
by sea transport. There are daily
connections between the islands
of the triangle (Faial, Pico and São
Jorge). In the summer there is also
a sea connection between Pico and
Terceira.

DISCOVERY AND
SETTLEMENT

PICO

HOW TO GET TO
PICO

PICO

PICO

CURIOSITY
Did you know that whalers were farmers
during the whole year, only turning to
whaling during the few months that spermwhales passed by the islands?

PICO

To get around in the island, you may
rent a car, use the taxi service or the
public transport bus service, which
connects most of the localities of the
island.

PICO

The island of Pico is the second largest of the archipelago of the Azores,
with an area of about 447 km² and
is part of the Central Group of the
archipelago. It is 42 km long and
15.2 km at its maximum width. The
highest point of Portugal is in this island, the mountain of Pico, reaching
an altitude of 2351 m. The island is
placed at 38° 30’ N and 28° 20’ W
and has a population of 14 148.

PICO

TRANSPORTATION

GEOGRAPHY

@acoresnaturezaviva
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Do you follow us
on social media?
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MUST SEE
LOCATIONS
Pico Mountain

The highest peak of Portugal, reaching an altitude of 2351m. The climb
to the summit can be a demanding
yet interesting challenge to those
feeling adventurous, rewarding with
a panoramic view of Pico and the
surrounding islands. The mountain
was classified as Natural Reserve in
1982. You should seek a specialized
guide for the climb.

Whaling Industry Museum

This whaling industry museum used
to be a whale products factory,
where all parts of the whale were
used.
Installed in the old Carmelites convent, this museum depicts the history of wine in the island of Pico. There
you can visit the vineyards and get
a better understanding of how wine
was produced in this island.

Since 2004, the vineyard culture and
surrounding landscapes, present in
the areas of Criação Velha and Santa Luzia, have been recognized by
UNESCO as a World Heritage Site.
The Verdelho grapes are protected
by basalt walls of dry rock masonry,
known as “currais” or “curraletas”.
They are one of the largest stone
meshes made by Man.

Capitão Lagoon

Located in the center of Pico Island,
Capitão Lagoon is 790 meters high.
It is an important freshwater reserve
and offers an excellent panoramic
view to Pico mountain.

Tower Cave

In the Criação Velha area, this tube
of lava origin is the longest in the
Azores and one of the longest in Europe, extending for around 5km.
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Wine Museum

Landscape of the Pico Island Vineyard Culture

Protected Landscape of Vineyards
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Whalers Museum

Located in Lajes do Pico, this museum is installed in the original whaling
boathouses of the 19th century. Inside, you will find an important collection of scrimshaw and other items
that depict whaling.

São João and Silveira Mysteries
Of volcanic formation, the populace
named them as “mysteries”, after
witnessing “rivers of fire” bursting
from the ground and destroying their
goods, without understanding what
was happening.

Interpretation Center of the
Protected Landscape of
the Culture of the Vine

A culturally important place for
comprehending the landscape of
the vineyard culture in the island of
Pico, a World Heritage Site by UNESCO since 2004.

Maroiços

Of rocky formation, it resulted from
the heaping of conical or pyramidal
rocks, in a long and layered structure, somewhat resembling an Aztec
pyramid.

A rocky formation shaped like a dog’s snout, which it is named after. The erosion ade way for several tunnels where the sea penetrates, creating some
interesting views.
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Cachorro Arches

Whaling Industry Museum
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Leaving Madalena, we suggest you start from the North coast of the island,
heading towards the area of Cachorro, going through Biscoitos and Bandeiras. Return through the same road in the direction of São Roque do Pico,
passing by Miragaia, Santa Luzia and Santo António. In São Roque, follow
the seaside road and enjoy the beautiful landscape. Head to Santo Amaro,
then returning through the same road until it meets the regional road. Further
ahead, in the regional road, turn left and stop at the sightseeing spot of Terra
Alta, where you can enjoy its amazing view. Next, follow through Ribeirinha
to Piedade and visit the wine cellars area. Here, you have the chance to
acquire some of the best regional pottery items. Go down to the seaside,
and head back through the same road until you return to the regional road,
and enjoy the dense surrounding forest. Head to the area of Calheta de
Nesquim. Return through the regional road in the direction of Lajes do Pico.
There, visit the whalers museum and see its scrimshaw collection. Head
towards Madalena, passing by Silveira, São João, Terra do Pão, São Caetano, São Mateus, Guindaste, Candelária, making a detour to Porto Calhau.
Head to Criação Velha, where you can visit the Adega Cooperativa and taste
a good wine. If you are staying in Lajes, start this itinerary in the direction of
São Roque or Madalena. If you are staying in São Roque, you may follow
this itinerary heading towards Madalena or Lajes.
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Itinerary I
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Wine Museum Belvedere
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GETTING TO KNOW
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Capitão Lagoon

Madalena Islets

Leaving Madalena towards Lajes do
Pico, take the road that crosses
the island from West to East. Enjoy
some magnificent views while driving on this long, straight road. Next,
visit the Lagoa do Capitão, and return to the road heading to Lajes.
Stop at the lagoons of Caiado and
Paul, and follow through Silveira to
return to Madalena.

Starting from Lajes, pass by the lower part of the mountain in the direction of Furna de Frei Matias. After,
head to São Roque following the
road that crosses the island, where
you can enjoy a view of the north
coast of the island of Pico, as well
as the island of São Jorge. You may
choose to go directly to Madalena,
and enjoy the town, a view of the
isles in the Pico-Faial Canal and of
the island of Faial itself.

Itinerary III
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Itinerary II

Tribute to the Men of the Channel
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The Festas da Madalena happen in
Madalena during July, in honor of its
patron saint, with several music concerts and activities that attract many
people to the island of Pico.

Festas da Madalena

Cais de Agosto

In São Roque, in the month of August, the Cais de Agosto festival
presents a line up of prestigious
musical artists. In addition, there
are several sports competitions and
handcraft fair.

The culture of the island of Pico is
visible in the traditions of wine and
whaling. The raw materials taken
from the whales allowed for great
works of scrimshaw, such as the engraved spermwhale teeth, or miniature whaling boats replicas.

Whalebone Boat

Dragonfly Leaf Doll

Vegetable raw materials are also
used for handcrafts, such as corn
leaf and dragon tree leaf. These fibers are used in crafting flowers and
dolls. The dolls made of dragon tree
leaf are one of the most traditional
Azorean craftworks. The lacework
and embroidery are another important handcraft expressionof the island, especially items made with the
techniques of gancho or crochet de
arte.
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As in all the islands of the Azores,
the Festas do Espírito Santo are of
great meaning in the island of Pico.
The festivities keep the streets filled
with cheer, from Pentecost to the
Summer.
The folklore has a strong presence
in this island, through the dances of
chamarrita, caracol, pezinho do pico
and sapateia.

Folklore

Festa do Senhor Bom Jesus Milagroso

The festa do Senhor Bom Jesus
Milagroso happens in August, and
is one the most important religious
demonstrations in the island.
September is when the Festas das
Vindimas happen, with many ethnographic displays on the vineyard
culture.

In Lajes, the Semana dos Baleeiros
honors the saint patron of the whalers, Nossa Senhora de Lourdes. It
also pays homage to the whaling
traditions that were of great economic importance for the island of
Pico.
There is a sports component to the
festivities, with the whaling boat races.

Boats House
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TRADICIONAL FESTIVITIES
AND ETHNOGRAPHY

Santa Maria Madalena
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MONUMENTS
São
Pedro
Church and
(18th century)

Alcântara
Monastery

PICO
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A temple built in the baroque style, it
houses many treasures.

Nossa Senhora da Conceição Church (18th century)
O interior da igreja merece a sua
visita devido à bela imagem da
Virgem.

São Sebastião Church
(19th century)

It is the largest religious temple in
the island of Pico.

Nossa Senhora da ConceiçãoChurch (18th century)

In the interior of the church you
will find a beautiful depiction of the
Virgem, deserving of a visit.

Lajes Main Church (20th
century)

Built as replacement for the old,
weathered temple.
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Located in Calheta do Nesquim, this
church resulted from an ancient hermitage of the 16th century.

Santa Maria Madalena
Church (17th century)

Santa Maria Madalena Church
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Sweets

The confectionery, closely related
with the Festas do Espírito Santo,
includes the rosquilhas, the sweet
rice, the massa sovada and the bolo
de vésperas.
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Wine

PICO

The winemaking traditions of the
island translate into a wide range
of red, white and rosé wines of the
most prestigious varieties. Try the
aperitive wine verdelho, the tinto,
and the vinho de cheiro. The Basalto, Czar, Lajido and Terras de Lava
wines are some references.
Try also the excellent spirits of the
island of Pico, such as the fig, the
blackberry, the medlar and the catmint. The liquors of Pico are a great
and sweeter option - try the angelica
and the many fruit liquors.
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Fish Broth

The gastronomy of the island of Pico
invites you to have a taste of the
best the Azores have to offer. The
traditional dishes include the famous
fish stews, the octopus stew, the
molha de carne and the linguiça
with yams. The cheese of the island
of Pico is also a reference worthy of
a try. Accompany these dishes with
some corn flour bread and a good
wine.
Regarding seafood, you will have,
at your disposal, beautiful dishes of
lobster, slipper lobster and deepwater crab.

PICO

GASTRONOMY

Wine Barrels
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Bathing Areas

In Pico, you can find several natural
pools formed by basalt rock of volcanic origin. We recommend a dive
in the natural pools of São Roque
do Pico, in the bathing area of Lajes
and in the bathing area of Madalena.
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Natural Pools of São Roque do Pico

Diving

Pico is a dream location for diving.
The diver finds here the perfect
conditions for diving with sharks,
such as the swift blue shark. Dive in
the Banco Submarino Condor, one
of the best places in the world for
diving with blue sharks and mako
sharks. Dive also in the Arcos do
Pocinho and in the Banco Princesa
Alice, one of the best diving spots in
the Atlantic.

PICO

PICO

SPORTS
AND LEISURE

Octopus

Sportfishing | Spearfishing
The waters off the coast of the island
of Pico are rich in fishing spots, with
a great abundance of species. From
white seabream, mullet and parrotfish to anchovy, mackerel and barracuda, you may fish by bottom fishing, buoy fishing, or spearfishing.
Fish in the area of Madalena, Lajes
and São Roque. There are also several fishing docks along the coast
such as in the area of Lugar da Furna.

Sportfishing

Do you follow us
on social media?

PICO

@acoresnaturezaviva
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The island of Pico is a meeting point
for cetaceans in the Atlantic, with
over 24 species sighted.
Spermwhales can be seen during
the whole year, while humpback
whales are most commonly seen
in the Summer. You may also see
the largest animal on earth, the blue
whale. There are also large populations of dolphin, being possible to
swim with them. We suggest doing
these activities off Madalena and off
the Lajes marina. You may go for a
boat trip around the island, or even
to reach the other islands of the
triangle, and, of course, for whale
watching. For sailing, we recommend doing it in the Lajes marina or
in the Madalena port.

PICO

Whale and Dolphin Watching | Boat trips | Sailing

PICO

SPORTS
AND LEISURE

Boat Trips

PICO

The area of Madalena, Baía da
Barca, has the most consistent reef
break of the island, perfect for surf
and bodyboard. Also, in Lajes, you
can find a reef break that allows for
tubular waves . The area of Madalena, Areia Larga, is perfect for windsurf due to the strong winds and
waves.

PICO

Surf | Bodyboard | Windsurf

Tubing Waves

PICO

Brave Rabbit

In the island of Pico, hunters can
hunt woodcock, quail and pigeon.
Please contact the Serviço Florestal
do Pico for information on the hunting season and hunting regulations
in place.

PICO

Hunting
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Hiking Trails | Mountain
Biking | Horse Riding
The climb to the top of the mountain
of Pico is the ultimate challenge
when it comes to hiking trails. It is
a very physically demanding challenge, and should be done with a
mountain guide. From the 2351m
high summit, you can view the
whole island of Pico and the other
islands in the Central Group. There
are also the hiking trails of Caminhos de Santa Luzia and Caminho
dos Burros.
On horse, you can enjoy the best of
nature, following the trail of Ponta da
Ilha. On bike, take the trails of Verdelho, Moinhos and Lagoas.

Mountain Biking
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LOCAL ACCOMMODATION

HOTELS

PICO

CAMPING SITES

PICO

Camping Park of Madalena
www.cm-madalena.pt
email: geral@cm-madalena.pt
telf. 292 628 700 • Fax. 292 628 748
Madalena - Pico - Açores
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RESTAURANTS

PICO

Campingplatz Madalena
www.cm-madalena.pt
email: geral@cm-madalena.pt
telf. 292 628 700 • Fax. 292 628 748
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RENT-A-CAR

RESERVE CONNOSCO |
BOOK WITH US
www.velasauto.com
rentacar@velasauto.com

PICO

+351 292 623 050
+351 916 616 627

S.JORGE

+351 295 432 421
+351 910 028 115

Avenida dos Baleeiros, nº12
9800-548 Velas, S.Jorge
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HANDICRAFTS AND REGIONAL ARTICLES
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TRAVEL AGENCIES AND TOURISM
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Rua da Gare Marítima, Loja 4
9950-344 Madalena, Pico
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MUSEUMS
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HANDICRAFTS AND REGIONAL ARTICLES
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FAIAL
To get around Faial Island you can
rent a car, an e-bike or an e-scooter, use the taxi service or the public
transport buses.

COMUNICATIONS
The City Hall of Horta has implemented wi-fi throughout the city,
allowing free wireless access to the
internet.

CURIOSITY
Did you know that the Capelinhos volcano was in activity for a year and that, in
that time, added 2.4 km² of land to Faial?

Do you follow us
on social media?

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL
The island of Faial is placed at 38°
35’N and 28° 30’W and is part of the
Central Group of the Azores. It covers an area of about 173 km², with a
length of 21 km and a width of 14
km.
One of the so called “islands of the
triangle”, together with Pico and São
Jorge, it is the third most populated
island of the archipelago. It’s highest
point is Cabeço Gordo, reaching an
altitude of 1043 m.

TRANSPORTATION
FAIAL

GEOGRAPHY

The first settlers in Faial, of Flemish
and Portuguese origins, reached the
island in 1465. The island was
named after the abundance of myrica faya plants. The first settlements
were started in Cedros, by Northern
Portuguese and settlers from Terceira, and in Vale dos Flamengos, by
the Flemish.

FAIAL

There are frequent flights from Lisbon to Horta airport, with a flight duration of approximately 2 hours.
SATA Air - Açores flies from São
Miguel island (1 hour flight) and Terceira island (40 minutes flight).
Also, between May and September,
you may choose the maritime transportation that links all the islands.
Ferries connect the triangle islands
(Faial, Pico and São Jorge) all year
round.

DISCOVERY AND
SETTLEMENT

FAIAL

HOW TO GET TO
FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

@acoresnaturezaviva
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FAIAL
FAIAL
FAIAL
FAIAL
FAIAL

MUST SEE
LOCATIONS
Capelinhos Volcano

Place where the last volcanic eruption in Faial occurred, expanding its
landmass. Vegetation already grows
on the grey soil of volcanic origin.
You can go up the Capelinhos lighthouse, which remained intact, and
also visit the underground Centro de
Interpretação do Vulcão dos Capelinhos, where you can learn more
about the eruption, the history of
lighthouses, the Azores and its formation.

Cabeço Gordo

Placed in the central area of the island, this is its highest point, reaching around 1043 m of altitude. From
here one can view the whole of Faial
and also the islands of Pico, São
Jorge and Graciosa.
Do you follow us
on social media?

Located in Porto Pim, this factorymuseum presents the original machinery and several areas where the
different steps of whale processing
took place.

Caldeira

A caldera around 400 meters deep
and 2 km wide. Classified as a Natural Reserve, it is surrounded by
hydrangeas and many other rare
species of flora. The inside of the
caldera can only be visited with a
certified guide, but you can always
hike the surrounding trail where you
can enjoy some beautiful views.

Ponta da Espalamaca

Privileged location for observing the
activity of the port and the internationally renowned marina of Horta. It
is also possible to see the islands of
Pico, São Jorge and Graciosa from
this point.

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

@acoresnaturezaviva

Whale Factory

Ponta dos Capelinhos
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Morro do Castelo Branco

FAIAL

Famous café in the sailing circuits, it
was established in 1918. Inside, you
will find flags from all over the world,
brought by visiting sailors. On the
upper floor is the Museu of Scrimshaw, which exhibits a large collection of whale bone and tooth carvings and engravings.

FAIAL

and

Monte da Guia

Ancient volcano of maritime origin
that expanded to the island of Faial.
Serves as an excellent sightseeing
spot with a view of Horta and Porto
Pim beach. Here is also the Ermida
da Nossa Senhora da Guia, from
where you can clearly see a beautiful portion of the coast of Horta.

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

Natural reserve composed of several geological strata. It is named
after its shape, resembling a castle,
and its white sides. It is an important
nesting location for sea birds.

Peter Sport Café
Scrimshaw Museum

FAIAL

Inaugurated in 1986, it is one of the
busiest marinas in the world, visited
by many sailors and adventurers. Its
walls are covered in paintings, traditionally made by passing sailors to
bring divine luck to the ship in their
returning voyage. The bay of Horta,
where the marina is placed, is the
second Portuguese bay to join the
“Most Beautiful Bays in the World
Club”.

FAIAL

Horta Marina

FAIAL

MUST SEE
LOCATIONS

Horta Marina
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FAIAL
FAIAL

FAIAL

GETTING TO KNOW
THE ISLAND

Feteira Port

Caldeira

Leave Horta heading to Alto de Espalamaca and stop at its sightseeing
spot. Then, follow the regional road,
turning to Praia do Almoxarife, and
returning back up to the regional
road. Turn right at the junction and
go through Pedro Miguel, Ribeirinha, Salão - visit the port -, Cedros,
Praia do Norte and make a stop at
the sightseeing spot of Costa Brava - at around 320 m high. Continue
through Fajã, visiting its beach and
following the same road towards
Ponta dos Capelinhos, where the
last volcanic eruption in Faial happened. Go through Capelo and turn
right in the direction of Varadouro, a
bathing resort of excellence. Return
to the regional road and turn right,
going through Lombega, Castelo
Branco and Feteira. Head towards
Horta, passing through Angústias,
Baía and the beach of Porto Pim. Go
up to Monte da Guia. Go down and
enter the city of Horta and head to
the Marina to enjoy the yachts and
the paintings made by its sailors.

Leaving Horta by the Príncipe Alberto do Monaco road, going through
the industrial zone of Santa Bárbara,
towards the parish of Flamengos.
Afterwards, take the road to Caldeira, and enjoy the fantastic view and
surrounding hydrangeas.
Return to Flamengos and go in
the direction of Horta, following the
road that runs by Quinta de São
Lourenço, stopping by the botanical
garden. Then, return to Horta, while
enjoying the view of the island of
Pico.

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

Itinerary I

Itinerary II

Do you follow us
on social media?

FAIAL

@acoresnaturezaviva
Horta Marina
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The main religious occasion in Faial is the Festa da Nossa Senhora das Angústias. The streets are filled with processions and popular celebrations, in a
tradition that remains from the time of the first settlers. On the 24th of June,
São João is celebrated, marked by the music played several philharmonic
orchestras that come together at Largo Jaime Melo.
Pézinho and Chamarrita are the typical dances of Faial, accompanied
by the sound of the Viola de Arame.

FAIAL
FAIAL

FAIAL

The Festas do Espírito Santo are
also of great importance, lasting
from Pentecost to the month of August, in some parishes.

FAIAL

TRADICIONAL FESTIVITIES
AND ETHNOGRAPHY

FAIAL

Scrimshaw

FAIAL

FAIAL

The fig wood craftwork by the people of Faial is very famous. The scrimshaw,
the scale flowers and the wheat embroidery are other noteworthy crafts that
honor the legacy of Faial.

FAIAL

Semana do Mar, happening in August and initially dedicated to sailors, has
developed into a diverse set of activities and music concerts. Arts and crafts
expositions, gastronomy fairs and aquatic sports competitions are also part
of the program.

FAIAL

ENTERTAINMENT
AND CULTURE

Império dos Nobres
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São Francisco Church

São Salvador Church

Santa Cruz Fort

Porto Pim Gate and São
Sebastião Walls

Built in the 17th century, it has interesting tiles, panels and gilded wood
that cover the main chapel.
Built in the 16th century, this fortress
has protected the city of Horta from
several attacks.

Built in the 17th century, it belongs to
the Colégio dos Jesuítas. Holds displays and tiling of great value.

Part of the defense system of Porto
Pim bay.

Clock Tower

Nobres Empire

Nossa Senhora das Angústias Church

Horta Museum

Surviving part of the old Igreja
Matriz, demolished in the 19th century.

Built in the 17th century, it houses a
nativity scene by Machado de Castro.

Built in the 18th century, it is the first
“theatre” built for the Festas do Divino Espírito Santo.
Houses a vast collection of fig wood
craftwork.

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

MONUMENTS

Ponta dos Capelinhos Lighthouse
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Seaside Town

HORTA
Feel
LOCAL CUISINE

HISTORY

NATURE

turismo.cmhorta.pt
discoverfaial.com
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Going into gastronomy, Faial is
known for its famous octopus stewed
with wine, a wine which is common
to many islands in the archipelago.
At the table of its gastronomic spaces, the maritime importance gains
its true meaning with fish broths and
stews, as Faial is also known for being the sea island.

Stewed Octopus

Fish Soup

Regarding seafood, the spine lobster, the slipper lobster, the crab and
the limpet rice are sought-after dishes. Bread and corn cake are common side dishes.

Sausages and blood sausages are
local favorites when it comes to
meat, either as a snack or a meal,
usually eaten with yam. The “molha
de carne” is an aromatic beef stew,
seasoned with pepper, cumin and
cinnamon.

Molha de Carne

Fofas

When it comes to confectionery,
Faial is known for the typical “fofas”,
small oven baked dough cakes,
scented with fennel and filled with a
cream made of egg yolks, milk, sugar, flour and lemon.

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

GASTRONOMY

Peter Sport Café Gin
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The beach of Porto Pim is great for
a good swim. The beach of Almoxarife is 5 km away from Horta and is
also an excellent bathing area. Varadouro is a quality bathing resort.

Sportfishing

FAIAL
FAIAL
FAIAL

Sportfishing

You can find several designated
fishing ports along the coast of Faial.
Species that you can capture include seabream, wrasse, grouper,
parrotfish and anchovy. You can
also fish from a boat. Faial has been
a considerably popular fishing spot.
A fleet of rental boats for sport fishing with experienced crews, knowing the best places for fishing. Sport
fishers from around the world come
to feel the rush of capturing a blue
marlin or a bluefin tuna.
There are specialized enterprises
that provide this type of experience.

FAIAL

Dolphin

FAIAL

Faial is a synonym for ocean. Between may and October, many
tourism enterprises go out to sea in
search of these animals and provide
one of the best experiences ever.
Consult the part of our guide with
the information of enterprises that
provide this service and contact
them.

FAIAL

Dolphin and Whale Watching

FAIAL

Porto Pim Beach

FAIAL

Bathing Areas

FAIAL

SPORTS
AND LEISURE
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Spearfishing

A very popular way of fishing in Faial
that, besides allowing the capture of
large species, provides to the diver
an unforgettable dive surrounded by
a marvelous underwater view. Frequently fished species include vadigo, parrotfish, barracuda, anchovy
and conger eel.
Please contact the competent maritime entities for information regarding the current legislation on spearfishing.

Diving

The waters and ocean floors of Faial
are characterized by an exacerbated richness of underwater fauna
and flora. This allows for memorable
dives. Besides diving along the
coast of Faial, you may also dive in
the channel between Faial and Pico.
The Fumarolas of Espalamaca,
which we recommend, offer a dive
in a unique setting where one can
witness the local volcanic activity,
with springs of hot bubbly water.
Contact the enterprises in this guide
for unique experiences.

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

Spearfishing

Diving

FAIAL

FAIAL

SPORTS
AND LEISURE

Walking Trails
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Sailing has been practiced in Faial
for decades and there are several
tourism enterprises that offer you
the chance to sail. The bay of Horta
is a place of excellence for stand up
paddle surfing, sea tours and other
activities.

Sailing

FAIAL
FAIAL

Aquatic activities | Sailing

FAIAL

SPORTS
AND LEISURE

Horse Riding

Canyoning

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

FAIAL

Canyoning

You can contact tourism enterprises
that offer this kind of services and
explore the inner creeks of Faial,
witnessing scenarios that have never been seen before.

FAIAL

You will find in this island trails of
rare beauty, such as 10 Vulcões,
Monte da Guia and Perímetro da
Caldeira. Some trails are ready for
mountain biking or horse riding, promoting a healthy lifestyle in harmony
with nature.

FAIAL

Hiking | Mountain Biking |
Horse Riding

Horta Marina
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HOTELS

RESTAURANTS
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RESTAURANTS

RENT-A-CAR
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PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO

MUSEUMS
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GOLDSMITHS - JEWELRY STORES

FLORES
The island of Flores is the westernmost point of Europe. Together with
the island of Corvo, they form the
Western Group of the Azores. It is
placed at 30° 54’ W and 39° 25’ N. It
covers an area of 141,4 km², at 16,6
km long and 12,2 km wide.

CURIOSITY

In the island of Flores, a regular bus
service covers the whole island during the week. There are also rent-acar and taxi services.
Do you follow us
on social media?
@acoresnaturezaviva

Monchique Islet
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FLORES

FLORES

Did you know that Europe’s westernmost point is in
Flores?
The Monchique islet is Europe’s westernmost point, where
the European territory ends. It served as a reference point
for the calibration of navigational instruments and to confirm the sailors’ routes.

TRANSPORTATION

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES
GEOGRAPHY

The discovery of this island must
have happened around 1452 by the
navigator Diogo de Teive. The settling of this island was not easy because of its isolation, which led to its
abandonment for some years. The
settling is resumed around 1508, by
settlers from the island of Terceira
and from the Madeira archipelago.
It is thought the island derives its
name from the abundance of wild
flowers.

FLORES

To reach the island of Flores, the
fastest way is by air. SATA Air Açores flies daily to this island.
Between June and September, you
can also reach Flores by boat.

DISCOVERY AND
SETTLEMENT

FLORES

HOW TO GET TO
FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES
FLORES
FLORES

MUST SEE
LOCATIONS
Morro Alto

The highest point of the island, at
around 914 m. Its altitude allows a
wide view over lagoons and green
valleys that make way for small
creeks. It is also possible to view
the localities of Ponta Delgada, Fajã
Grande and Fajãzinha.

Rocha dos Bordões

A set of large vertical basalt columns
derived from the solidification of
lava. It is of significant height and
is covered in moss and vegetation,
presenting a beautiful geological element.

Morro dos Frades

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

Hill of rocky formation and peculiar shape, due to erosion, resembling the
silhouettes of a friar and a nun.

Negra and Comprida Lagoon
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Lopo Vaz Fajã

Fajã named after one of the first settlers. Thought to be the first inhabited place of the island, wild goats live
here.

Enxaréus Cave

FLORES
FLORES

The island of Flores is rich in water, which translates into many waterfalls throughout the island. The
one outside the locality of Ribeira
Grande falls over 300 m. Then, in
the locality of Fajã Grande, we have
Poço do Bacalhau which presents a
90 m waterfall into a natural pool of
fresh water. Between Fajã Grande
and Fajãzinha, you can find a beautiful area surrounded by green cliffs
with almost 20 waterfalls. For a monumental and ample view, go down to
Poço da Ribeira do Ferreiro, also
known as Poço da Alagoinha, where
you will be surprised.

Comprida Lagoon
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FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

Semi-submerged cavity located on
the coastline between Santa Cruz
and Caveira. It can only be visited
by boat.

Numerous Waterfalls

FLORES

The island has seven volcanic craters that made way for seven beautiful lagoons. Their names are related
to their landscape characteristics:
Funda, Rasa, Lomba , Seca, Branca, Comprida and Negra. The last
one is 100 m deep, being the deepest in the Azores.

FLORES

Seven Calderas

FLORES

MUST SEE
LOCATIONS

FLORES
FLORES

FLORES

GETTING TO KNOW
THE ISLAND

Funda Lagoon

Santa Cruz

Starting from Santa Cruz, go through
Caveira, Lomba, Fazenda and Lajes das Flores. Here, go down to
the port, stop at the lighthouse and
visit the Igreja de Nossa Senhora
do Rosário, built in the 18th century.
Head towards Lajedo, sightseeing
spot of Alto do Mosteiro.
Also, visit Rocha dos Bordões, the
Caldeira Rasa and the Caldeira
Funda. Go down to Fajã Grande,
passing by Fajãzinha, returning
through the same road, and head
in the direction of Santa Cruz following the road that crosses the island, where you can enjoy beautiful
views. Visit the sightseeing spot of
Monte das Cruzes.

Leaving Santa Cruz towards Ponta
Delgada, stop at Parque Florestal da Fazenda, and afterwards, at
the sightseeing spot of Rocha dos
Caimbros, admire the Baía da Alagoa and then follow through Cedros
to Ponta Delgada, admiring the
beautiful nature that permeates the
island. Return to Santa Cruz by the
same road.

Itinerary II

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

Itinerary I

Aldeia da Cuada
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THE BEST OF THE AZORES IS HERE!

Espírito Santo Crown
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FLORES
FLORES

FLORES

As is in the rest of the archipelago, the Festas do Espírito Santo are of
profound significance in this island. Running from May to September, the
streets are decorated with colorful flowers. The Festa do Emigrante, one of
the largest festivities of the island, serves as homage to all the Flores natives
that departed the island in search of a better life, who take advantage of this
festivity to return to their homeland. The Festas de Santa Cruz happen on
the first Sunday of August.

FLORES

TRADICIONAL FESTIVITIES
AND ETHNOGRAPHY

FLORES

Works on Hydrangea Core

FLORES

FLORES

The handmade flowers of hydrangea cores are a unique craftwork that requires much skill. The fish scale flowers are another craft, showcased in
several embroidery items. Regarding folklore, the main traditions are the
Chamarrita Encaracolada, the Sapateia, the Pézinho Baixo, the Rema and
the Manjericão.

FLORES

The Museu das Flores documents the traditions of the people of Flores.
Noteworthy items include the agricultural furniture collection, scrimshaw and
maritime instruments, carpentry and smithing utensils, and the wool and linen textiles.

FLORES

ENTERTAINMENT
AND CULTURE

FLORES
FLORES

The Igreja de Nossa Senhora do
Rosário, in Lajes, was built between
1763 and 1783 where once stood
the Ermida do Espírito Santo. In this
church, it is possible to see revivalist
painted carvings.

In Santa Cruz, the Igreja de Nossa
Senhora da Conceição stands out
for its grandiose front. Also deserving of a visit are the Capela da Nossa Senhora das Angústias, the Igreja da Nossa Senhora dos Remédios
and the Igreja da Nossa Senhora de
Lurdes.

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

MONUMENTS

Nossa Senhora de Lurdes Church

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

GASTRONOMY
Due to the long distance from most other islands, the people of Flores had
to rely on local produce for food.
The brined pork, after being soaked,
is boiled and served with potatoes
and kale. Also, the yam with sausage, the cress soup and the locally
produced ripened cheese are staples of traditional food of Flores.

From the sea to the plate, the “tortas de erva patinha” are a popular
seaweed omelet. The oven baked
yellow fin tuna, the conger eel stew
and the limpet rice enrich the gastronomical heritage of Flores.

The cherry guava makes for a typical
jam and the honey reflects the aromas of the many flowers that cover
the island. The “folares de páscoa”,
similar to sweetbread with an egg in
the center, are one element of the
confectionery of the island of Flores.

Sausage
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Fishing can be done from the
rocks, from a boat at sea or in the
trout-filled creeks. You will find fishing ports from Santa Cruz to Fajã
Grande. You may fish by trolling,
bottom fishing or with a fishing buoy,
capturing seabream, parrotfish,
grouper, wrasse, anchovy and other
species.

You can surf at Fajã Grande, an isolated and sparsely populated place.
Canoeing is also recommended
here. Several enterprises can take
you on a boat trip around the island, to the island of Corvo, or whale
watching.

Trip to Corvo

You may go for a swim in clear waters of pleasant temperatures in the
natural pools of Santa Cruz, the
beaches close to Lajes das Flores
or the several available spots of Fajã
Grande, such as the ports (New and
Old), the natural pool or the waterfalls (Poço do Bacalhau).

FLORES
FLORES

Bathing Areas

FLORES

Surf | Canoeing | Nautical
Activities

FLORES

Diving

Sunset

Do you follow us
on social media?
@acoresnaturezaviva
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FLORES

Flores is home to incredible sea life.
You can dive at Gruta do Galo,
where you can admire a waterfall
that falls directly into the ocean,
at Ilhéu do Garajau and Gruta dos
Enxaréus by boat, and also at Ponta
da Caveira, where caves formed by
erosion are home to much sea life.

FLORES

Diving

FLORES

Sportfishing

FLORES

Sportfishing

FLORES

SPORTS
AND LEISURE

FLORES
FLORES

Biosphere Reserve

The island has been considered by
UNESCO as a Biosphere Reserve,
due to its well preserved natural
beauty, the abundant forest and the
sharp cliffs that cover most of its
coastline.

Hiking | Canyoning

The sprawling green valleys, the
creeks and the flowers that ornament the trails, provide uncommonly
relaxing walks. For the more adventurous, canyoning is possible at the
several creeks of Flores, such as
Ribeira dos Algares and Ribeira do
Ferreiro.

Biosphere Reserve

Hunting

With the due license, you may hunt
woodcock, rabbit and duck. Contact
the Serviço Florestal for more information.

Canyoning

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

SPORTS
AND LEISURE

Poço do Bacalhau
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LOCAL ACCOMMODATION

HOSTELS
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RURAL TOURISM

RESTAURANTS
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RESTAURANTS

FLORES
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SNACK-BAR

RENT-A-CAR

TAXIS

TOURISM ENTERTAINMENT
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FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

FLORES

MUSEUMS

CORVO
CURIOSITY
Did you know that Corvo is approximately halfway between Canada and continental Portugal?
Learn more at www.azoresguide.net.

Vila Nova do Corvo
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CORVO

CORVO

CORVO

Together with the island of Flores,
which is only 27,8 km away, Corvo forms the Western Group of the
Azores. It is the smalled island of the
archipelago, being 6,24 km long and
3,99 km wide, covering an area of
17,5 km². It is placed at 30° 48’ W
and 39° 40’ N, and a population of
only about 430 people.

CORVO

CORVO
GEOGRAPHY

It was first sighted in 1452 by the
portuguese navigator Diogo de
Teive, around the same time the island of Flores was discovered. However, its settlement only happened
in 1548, after many failed attempts.
Today known as island of Corvo,
it was initially named Insula Corvi
Marini. Its isolation and small size
led to the development of unique
agricultural and shepherding characteristics still visible today.

CORVO

You may reach the island of Corvo either by air or sea. SATA Air
- Açores flies regularly to Corvo.
From the island of Flores, you may
use the maritime transport to reach
Corvo.

DISCOVERY AND
SETTLEMENT

CORVO

HOW TO GET TO
CORVO

CORVO

CORVO

CORVO
CORVO
CORVO

MUST SEE
LOCATIONS
Caldeirão and Caldeirão
Lagoon

The caldera of the volcano that gave
birth to the island, is about 2,3 km
wide and 300 m deep. Inside, there
are two small lagoons split by tiny
islets, in a configuration that resembles the archipelago of the Azores.

Basalt formation of lava origin, from
the last volcanic eruption in the island. At Pão de Açúcar, you will find
a sightseeing spot deserving of your
visit, with an extraordinary panoramic view.

Do you follow us
on social media?

CORVO

CORVO

Pão de Açúcar - Alto dos
Moinhos

Of the sharp cliffs, peaks and hills of
Corvo, this one stands out, for it is
the highest point of the island reaching an altitude of 718 m.

Windmills

Windmills built in black stone, with a
dome and triangular sails that spin
and constantly follow the winds.
Very different from windmills found
on other islands of the archipelago,
these are closer to the ones left by
the Moors in continental Portugal.

Vila Nova do Corvo

Placed in a fajã formed by lava, it is
the island’s main flat area. The
houses are very typical, reflecting
the simplicity of the traditions of the
people of Corvo.

CORVO

CORVO

CORVO

CORVO

@acoresnaturezaviva

Estreitinho

Caldeirão
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CORVO

The wooden locks, still made today by artisans in Corvo island, are a proof of
the peaceful living provided by the island. Given their usefulness, they reflect
the most distinctive artisanal handicraft of Corvo, the island where everyone
knows each other. Other local handicrafts include works of lace, embroidery
and pieces made with shells, traditionally made by women.
The windmills embellishing the coastline at Ponta Negra of Corvo island are
a reminder of the importance that the production of wheat and corn had on
the island.

CORVO

ENTERTAINMENT
AND CULTURE

CORVO

Caldeirão

CORVO

CORVO

CORVO

Following the road that takes us to the interior of the island, you will arrive at
Monte Gordo. There you can admire the Caldeirão caldera and its two inner
lagoons. Return by the same road, arriving at Vila do Corvo, where you can
admire the simplicity of a town built on a fajã of lava origin. You may also visit
the sightseeing spot of Morro do Pão de Açúcar.

CORVO

GETTING TO KNOW
THE ISLAND

CORVO
CORVO

CORVO

CORVO

TRADICIONAL FESTIVITIES
AND ETHNOGRAPHY

Vila do Corvo

Despite its small size, and population, the island of Corvo keeps
the Festa do Espírito Santo alive
through the colorful Império da Vila
do Corvo.
Do you follow us
on social media?

On 15th August, the Nossa Senhora
dos Milagres is celebrated, through
the combination of festivities and religious ceremonies. Integrated in the
festivities of the island’s patron saint
is the Festival dos Moinhos, where
visiting bands join the local philharmonic orchestra for days filled with
fun.

CORVO

@acoresnaturezaviva

Santo Cristo Decoration

Just as in the island of Flores, the local gastronomy of Corvo is based on
products taken from land and sea.
The locally produced cornbread is
an excellent side dish for traditional meals like the “tortas de erva do
calhau”, small savory cakes made
of seaweed, eggs and flour fried in
lard.

Corvo is also known for its artisanal
cheese, which must ripen for a
minimum of 60 days. The “couves
de barça” is a dish of soaked pork
which is then served with sweet potatoes and cornbread.

Torta de Erva de Calhau

São Jorge Cheese

CORVO

CORVO

CORVO

CORVO
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The island’s ocean floors, erudite
and rich in sealife, are a marvelous
place for diving. We recommend
diving in Gamela, a cave inhabited
by some species typical of our archipelago. You may also dive in Baixa
do Buraco and in Caneiro dos Meros. For the fishing lover, be it with
buoy, bottom fishing or on a boat,
Corvo is a true paradise. You may
fish seabream, parrotfish, moray
eel, conger eel, grouper, and many
other species.

CORVO
CORVO

Diving | Sportsfishing

Diving

CORVO

Hiking

CORVO

Due to its small dimensions, you can
hike around the island and admire
its beautiful landscapes. The most
relevant hiking trail is the climb to
Caldeirão, where you will see the
caldera, the lagoon, and the cliffs
of the island. Due to its altitude, the
area of Caldeirão is great for paragliding. Corvo is also considered the
best place in Europe to watch occasional American birds.

CORVO

Hiking | Bird Watching |
Paragliding

CORVO

SPORTS
AND LEISURE
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CORVO

Corvo Island

Due to the variety of ecosystems in
this island, many of them containing
elements typical of Macaronesia,
Corvo has been declared to be a
Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO.

CORVO

Biosphere reserve
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